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Abstract

This document analyzes the security and privacy implications of IPv6 addresses based on a number of properties (such as address scope, stability, and usage type), and identifies gaps that currently prevent systems and applications from leveraging the increased flexibility and availability of IPv6 addresses.
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IPv6 addresses may differ in a number of properties, such as address scope (e.g. link-local vs. global), stability (e.g. stable addresses vs. temporary addresses), and intended usage type (outgoing communications vs. incoming communications). While often overlooked, these properties have impact on areas such as security, privacy, and performance.

IPv6 hosts typically configure a number of IPv6 addresses of different properties. For example, a host may configure one stable and one temporary address per each autoconfiguration prefix.
advertised on the local network. Currently, the addresses to be configured typically depend on local system policy, with the aforementioned policy being static and irrespective of the network the host attaches to. This "one size fits all" approach limits the ability of systems and applications of fully-leveraging the increased flexibility and availability of IPv6 addresses.

Each application running on a given system may have its own set of requirements or expectations for the properties of the IPv6 addresses to be employed. For example, an application meaning to offer a public service might expect to employ global stable addresses for such purpose, while a privacy-sensible client application might prefer short-lived temporary addresses, or might even expect to employ single-use ("throw-away") IPv6 addresses when connecting to public servers. However, the subtleties associated with IPv6 addresses (and associated properties) are often ignored by application programmers and, in any case, current APIs (such as the BSD Sockets API) tend to be very limited in the amount of control they give applications to select the most appropriate IPv6 addresses for a given task, thus limiting a programmer’s ability to leverage IPv6 address availability and properties.

This document analyzes the impact of a number of properties of IPv6 addresses on areas such as security and privacy, and analyzes how IPv6 addresses are currently generated and employed by different operating systems and applications. Finally, it provides a problem statement by identifying and analyzing gaps that prevent systems and applications from fully-leveraging IPv6 addressing capabilities, setting the basis for new work that could fill those gaps.

2. Terminology

This document employs the definitions of "public address", "stable address", and "temporary address" from Section 2 of [RFC7721].

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [RFC2119].

3. Background

Predictable IPv6 addresses result in a number of security and privacy implications. For example, [Barnes2012] discusses how patterns in network prefixes can be leveraged for IPv6 address scanning. On the other hand, [RFC7707], [RFC7721] and [RFC7217] discuss the security and privacy implications of predictable IPv6 Interface Identifiers (IIDs).
Given the aforementioned previous work in this area, and the formal specification update produced by [RFC8064], we expect (and assume in the rest of this document) that implementations have replaced any schemes that produce predictable addresses with alternative schemes that avoid such patterns (e.g., RFC7217 in replacement of the traditional SLAAC addresses that embed link-layer addresses).

4. IPv6 Address Properties

There are three parameters that affect the security and privacy properties of an IPv6 address:

- Scope
- Stability
- Usage type (client-like "outgoing connections" vs. server-like "incoming connections")

Section 4.1, Section 4.2, and Section 4.3 discuss the security and privacy implications (and associated tradeoffs) of the scope, stability and usage type properties of IPv6 addresses, respectively.

4.1. Address Scope Considerations

The IPv6 address scope can, in some scenarios, limit the attack exposure of a node as a result of the implicit isolation provided by a non-global address scope. For example, a node that only employs link-local addresses may, in principle, only be exposed to attack from other nodes in the local link. Hosts employing only Unique Local Addresses (ULAs) may be more isolated from attack than those employing Global Unicast Addresses (GUAs), assuming that proper packet filtering is enforced at the network edge.

The potential protection provided by a non-global addresses should not be regarded as a complete security strategy, but rather as a form of "prophylactic" security (see [I-D.gont-opsawg-firewalls-analysis]).

We note that the use of non-global addresses is usually limited to a reduced type of applications/protocols that e.g. are only meant to operate on a reduced scope, and hence their applicability may be limited.

A discussion of ULA usage considerations can be found in [I-D.ietf-v6ops-ula-usage-considerations].
4.2. Address Stability Considerations

The stability of an address has two associated security/privacy implications:

- Ability of an attacker to correlate network activity
- Exposure to attack

For obvious reasons, an address that is employed for multiple communication instances allows the aforementioned network activities to be correlated. The longer an address is employed (i.e., the more stable it is), the longer such correlation will be possible. In the worst-case scenario, a stable address that is employed for multiple communication instances over time will allow all such activities to be correlated. On the other hand, if a host were to generate (and eventually "throw away") one new address for each communication instance (e.g., TCP connection), network activity correlation would be mitigated.

NOTE:
The use of constant IIDs (as in traditional SLAAC) result in addresses that, while not constant as a whole (since the prefix changes), contain a globally-unique value that leaks out the node "identity". Such addresses result in the worst possible security and privacy implications, and their use has been deprecated by [RFC8064].

Typically, when it comes to attack exposure, the longer an address is employed the longer an attacker is exposed to attacks (e.g. an attacker has more time to find the address in the first place [RFC7707]). While such exposure is traditionally associated with the stability of the address, the usage type of the address (see Section 4.3) may also have an impact on attack exposure.

A popular approach to mitigate network activity correlation is the use of "temporary addresses" [RFC4941]. Temporary addresses are typically configured and employed along with stable addresses, with the temporary addresses employed for outgoing communications, and the stable addresses employed for incoming communications.

NOTE:
Ongoing work [I-D.gont-6man-non-stable-iids] aims at updating [RFC4941] such that temporary addresses can be employed without the need to configure stable addresses.

We note that the extent to which temporary addresses provide improved mitigation of network activity correlation and/or reduced attack...
exposure may be questionable and/or limited in some scenarios. For example, a temporary address that is reachable for, say, a few hours has a questionable "reduced exposure" (particularly when automated attack tools do not typically require such a long period of time to complete their task). Similarly, if network activity can be correlated for the life of such address (e.g., on the order of several hours), such period of time might be long enough for the attacker to correlate all the network activity he is meaning to correlate.

In order to better mitigate network activity correlation and/or possibly reduce host exposure, an implementation might want to either reduce the preferred lifetime of a temporary address, or even better, generate one new temporary address for each new transport protocol instance. However, the associated lifetime/stability of an address may have a negative impact on the network. For example, if a node were to employ "throw away" IPv6 addresses, or employ temporary addresses [RFC4941] with a short preferred lifetime, local nodes might need to maintain too many entries in their Neighbor Cache, and a number of devices (possibly enforcing security policies) might also need to cope with such additional state.

Additionally, enforcing a maximum lifetime on IPv6 addresses may cause long-lived TCP connections to fail. For example, an address becoming "Invalid" (after transitioning through the "Preferred" and "Deprecated" states) would cause the TCP connections employing them to break. This, in turn, would cause e.g. long-lived SSH sessions to break/fail.

In some scenarios, attack exposure may be reduced by limiting the usage of temporary addresses to outgoing connections, and prevent such addresses from being used for incoming connections (please see Section 4.3).

### 4.3. Usage Type Considerations

A node that employs one of its addresses to communicate with an external server (i.e., to perform an "outgoing connection") may cause such address to become exposed to attack. For example, once the external server receives an incoming connection, the corresponding server might launch an attack against the aforementioned address. A real-world instance of this type of scenario has been documented in [Hein].

However, we note that employing an IPv6 address for outgoing communications need not increase the exposure of local services to other parties. For example, nodes could employ temporary addresses only for outgoing connections, but not for incoming connections.
Thus, external nodes that learn about client’s addresses could not really leverage such addresses for actively contacting the clients.

There are multiple ways in which this could possibly be achieved, with different implications. Namely:

- Run a host-based or network-based firewall
- Bind services to specific (explicit) addresses
- Bind services only to stable addresses

A client could simply run a host-based firewall that only allows incoming connections on the stable addresses. This is clearly more of an operational way of achieving the desired functionality, and may require good firewall/host integration (e.g., the firewall should be able to tell stable vs. temporary addresses), may require the client to run additional firewall software for this specific purpose, etc. In other scenarios, a network-based firewall could be configured to allow outgoing communications from all internal addresses, but only allow incoming communications to stable addresses. For obvious reasons, this is generally only applicable to networks where incoming communications are allowed to a limited number of hosts/servers.

Services could be bound to specific (explicit) addresses, rather than to all locally-configured addresses. However, there are a number of short-comings associated with this approach. Firstly, an application would need to be able to learn all of its addresses and associated stability properties, something that tends to be non-trivial and non-portable, and that also makes applications protocol-dependent, unnecessarily. Secondly, the BSD Sockets API does not really allow a socket to be bound to a subset of the node’s addresses. That is, sockets can be bound to a single address or to all available addresses (wildcard), but not to a subset of all the configured addresses.

Binding services only to stable addresses provides a clean separation between addresses employed for client-like outgoing connections and server-like incoming connections. However, we currently lack an appropriate API for nodes to be able to specify that a socket should only be bound to stable addresses.

5. Default Address Selection in IPv6

Applications use system API’s to select the IPv6 addresses that will be used for incoming and outgoing connections. These choices have consequences in terms of privacy, security, stability and performance.
Default Address Selection for IPv6 is specified in [RFC6724]. The selection starts with a set of potential destination addresses, such as returned by getaddrinfo(), and the set of potential source addresses currently configured for the selected interfaces. For each potential destination address, the algorithm will select the source address that provides the best route to the destination, while choosing the appropriate scope and preferring temporary addresses. The algorithm will then select the destination address, while giving a preference to reachable addresses with the smallest scope. The selection may be affected by system settings. We note that [RFC6724] only applies for outgoing connections, such as those made by clients trying to use services offered by other hosts.

We note that [RFC6724] selects IPv6 addresses from all the currently available addresses on the host, and there is currently no way for an application to indicate expected or desirable properties for the IPv6 source addresses employed for such outgoing communications. For example, a privacy-sensitive application might want that each outgoing communication instance employs a new, single-use IPv6 address, or to employ a new reusable address that is not employed or reusable by any other application on the host. Reuse of an IPv6 address by an application would allow the correlation of all network activities corresponding to such application as being performed by the same host, while reuse of an IPv6 address by multiple different applications would allow the correlation of all such network activities as being performed by the host with such IPv6 address.

When devices provide a service, the common pattern is to just wait for connections over all addresses configured on the device. For example, applications using the BSD Sockets API will commonly bind() the listening socket to the undefined address. This long-established behavior is appropriate for devices providing public services, but may have unexpected results for devices providing semi-private services, such as various forms of peer-to-peer or local-only applications.

This behavior leads to three problems: device tracking, discussed in Section 7.1.2; unexpected address discovery, discussed in Section 7.1.3; and availability outside the expected scope, discussed in Section 7.1.4. These problems are caused in part by the limitations of available address selection API, presented in Section 7.2.

6. Current Possible Approaches for IPv6 Address Usage
6.1. Incoming communications

There are a number of ways in which a system or network may affect which address (and how) may be employed for different services and cases. Namely,

- TCP/IP stack address filtering
- Application-based address filtering
- Firewall-based address filtering

Clearly, the most elegant approach for address selection is for applications to be able to specify the properties of the addresses they are willing to employ by means of an API, such the TCP/IP stack itself can "filter" which addresses are allowed to be employed for the given service/application. This relieves the application from dealing with low level details of networking, improves portability, and avoids duplicate code in applications. However, constraints in the current APIs (see Section 7.2) may limit the ability of application programmers for leveraging this technique.

Another possible approach is for applications to e.g. bind services to all available addresses, and perform the associated selection/filtering at the application level. While possible this has a number of drawbacks. Firstly, it would require applications to deal with low-level networking details, require that all the associated code be duplicated in all applications, and also negatively affect portability. Besides, performing address/selection filtering at the application level may not mitigate some possible threats. For example, port scanning will still be possible, since the aforementioned filtering will only be performed e.g. once UDP packets are received or TCP connections are established.

Finally, a firewall may be employed to filter addresses based on their intended usage. For example, a firewall may block incoming requests to all addresses except to some whitelisted addresses (such as the stable addresses of the node). This technique not only requires the use of a firewall (which may or may not be present), but also implies knowledge of the firewall regarding the desired properties of the addresses that each application/service is intended to use.

6.2. Outgoing communications

An application might be able to obtain the list of currently-configured addresses, and subsequently select an address with desired
properties, and explicitly "bind" the address to the socket, to override the default source address selection.

However, this approach is problematic for a number of reasons. Firstly, there is no portable way of obtaining the list of currently-configured addresses on the local node, and even less to check for properties such "valid lifetime". Secondly, as discussed in Section 6.1, it would require application programmers to understand all the subtleties associated with IPv6 addressing, and would also lead to duplicate code on all applications. Finally, applications would be limited to use already-configured addresses and unable to trigger the generation of new addresses where desirable (e.g. the generation of a new temporary address for this application instance or communication instance).

7. Problem Statement

This section elaborates the problem statement on IPv6 address usage. Section 7.1 describes the security and privacy implications of improper IPv6 address usage, while Section 7.2, Section 7.4, Section 7.3, analyze the possible root of such improper address usage, suggesting possible future work.

7.1. Issues Associated with Sub-optimal IPv6 Address Usage

7.1.1. Correlation of Network Activity

As discussed in [RFC7721], a node that reuses an IPv6 address for multiple communication instances would allow the correlation of such network activities. This could be the case when the same IPv6 address is employed by several instances of the same application (e.g., a browser in "privacy" mode and a browser in "normal" mode), or when the same IPv6 address is employed by two different applications on the same node (e.g., a browser in "privacy" mode, and an email client).

Particularly for privacy-sensitive applications, an application or system might want to limit the usage of a given IPv6 address to a single communication instance, a single application, a single user on the system, etc. However, given current APIs, this is practically impossible.

7.1.2. Testing for the Presence of Node in the Network

The stable addresses recommended in [RFC8064] use stable IIDs defined in [RFC7217]. One key part of that algorithm is that if a device connects to a given network at different times, it will always configure the same IPv6 addresses on that network. If the device
hosts a service ready to accept connections on that stable address, adversaries can test the presence of the device on the network by attempting connections to that stable address. Stable addresses used by listening services will thus enable testing whether a specific device is returning to a particular network, which in a number of cases might be considered a privacy issue.

7.1.3. Unexpected Address Discovery

Systems like DNS-Based Service Discovery [RFC6763] allow clients to discover services within a limited scope, that can be defined by a domain name. These services are not advertised outside of that scope, and thus do not expect to be discovered by random parties on the Internet. However, such services may be easily discoverable if they listen for connections to IPv6 addresses that a client process also uses as source address when connecting to remote servers.

NOTE:
An example of such unexpected discovery is described in [Hein]. A network manager observed scanning traffic directed at the temporary addresses of local devices. The analysis in [Hein] shows that the scanners learned the addresses by observing the device contact an NTP service ([RFC5905]). The remote scanning was possible because the local devices were also accepting connections directed to the temporary addresses.

It is obvious from the example that the "attack surface" of the services is increased because they are bond to the same IPv6 addresses that are also used by clients for outgoing communications with remote systems. But the overlap between "client" and "server" addresses is only one part of the problem. Suppose that a device hosts both a video game and a home automation application. The video game users will be able to discover the IPv6 address of the game server. If the home automation server listens to the same IPv6 addresses, it is now exposed to connection attempts by all these users. That, too, increases the attack surface of the home automation server.

7.1.4. Availability Outside the Expected Scope

The IPv6 addressing architecture [RFC4291] defines multiple address scopes. In practice, devices are often configured with globally reachable unicast addresses, link local addresses, and Unique Local IPv6 Unicast Addresses (ULA) [RFC4193]. Availability outside the expected scope happens when a service is expected to be only available in some local scope, but inadvertently becomes available to remote parties. That could happen for example if a service is meant to be available only on a given link, but becomes reachable through
ULA or through globally reachable addresses, or if a service is meant to be available only inside some organization’s perimeter and becomes reachable through globally reachable addresses. It will happen in particular if a service intended for some local scope is programmed to bind to "unspecified" addresses, which in practice means every address configured for the device (please see Section 7.2).

7.2. Current Limitations in the Address Selection APIs

Application developers using the BSD Sockets API can "bind" a listening socket to a specific address, and ensure that the application is only reachable through that address. In theory, careful selection of the binding address could mitigate the problems described in Section 7.1. Binding services to temporary addresses could mitigate the ability of an attacker from testing for the presence of the node in the network. Binding different services to different addresses could mitigate unexpected discovery. Binding services to link local addresses or ULA could mitigate availability outside the expected scope. However, explicitly managing addresses adds significant complexity to the application development. It requires that application developers master addressing architecture subtleties, and implement logic that reacts adequately to connectivity events and address changes. Experience shows that application developers would probably prefer some much simpler solution.

In addition, we should note that many application developers use high level APIs that listen to TLS, HTTP, or some other application protocol. These high level APIs seldom provide detailed access to specific IP addresses, and typically default to listening to all available addresses.

A more advanced API could allow an application programmer to select desired properties in an address (scope, lifespan, etc.), such that the best-suitable addresses are selected, while relieving the application for low-level IPv6 addressing details. Such API might also trigger the generation of new IPv6 addresses when the specified properties would require so.

7.3. Sub-optimal IPv6 Address Configuration

Most operating systems configure the same types of addresses regardless of the current "operating mode" or "profile" of the device (e.g., device connected to enterprise network vs roaming across untrusted networks). For example, many operating systems configure both stable [RFC8064] and temporary [RFC4941] addresses on all network interfaces. However, this "one size fits all" approach tends to be sub-optimal or inappropriate for some scenarios. For example,
enterprise networks typically prefer usage of only stable address, thus meaning that a network administrator needs to find the means for disabling the generation of temporary addresses on all those systems that would otherwise generate them. On the other hand, some mobile devices configure both stable and temporary addresses, even when their usage pattern (client-like operation, as opposed to offering services to other nodes) would allow for the more privacy-sensible option of configuring only temporary addresses.

The lack of better tuned address configuration policies has helped the "one size fits all" approach that, as noted, may lead to suboptimal results. Advice in this area might help achieve more optional address generation policies such that IPv6 addressing capabilities are fully leveraged.

NOTE:

One might envision a document that provides advice regarding the address generation for different typical scenarios (e.g., when to configure stable-only, temporary-only, or stable+temporary). In the most simple analysis, one might expect nodes in a typical enterprise network to employ only stable addresses. General-purpose nodes in a home or "trusted" network may want to employ both stable and temporary addresses. Finally, mobile nodes (e.g. when roaming across non-trusted networks) may want to employ only temporary addresses).

7.4. Sub-optimal IPv6 Address Usage

An application programmer, left with the question of which are the most appropriate addresses for a given usage type and application, typically resorts to the Default IPv6 Address Selection for IPv6 (see Section 5) for outgoing communications, and to accepting incoming communications on all available addresses for incoming communications. As discussed throughout this document, this leads to sub-optimal results. Besides, all applications on a node share the same pool of configured addresses, and applications are also prevented from triggering the generation of new addresses (e.g. to be employed for a particular application or communication instance).

Guidance in this area is warranted such that applications and systems fully-leverage IPv6 addressing.

NOTE:

Such guidance would elaborate, among other things, on the usage of IPv6 addresses when offering network services and when performing client-like communications. For example, for incoming communications, hosts might want to employ only the smallest-scope applicable addresses (if available) and, if stable addresses are
available, they might want to accept incoming connections only on such addresses (but *not* on temporary addresses). For client-like communications, hosts might prefer temporary addresses, unless the corresponding communication instances are expected to be long-lived (e.g., SSH sessions).

8. IANA Considerations

There are no IANA registries within this document. The RFC-Editor can remove this section before publication of this document as an RFC.

9. Security Considerations

The security and privacy implications associated with the predictability and lifetime of IPv6 addresses has been analyzed in [RFC7217] [RFC7721], and [RFC7707]. This document complements and extends the aforementioned analysis by considering other IPv6 properties such as the address scope and address usage type, and the associated tradeoffs. Finally, it describes possible future standards-track work to allow for greater flexibility in IPv6 address usage.
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1. Introduction

IPv6 StateLess Address AutoConfiguration (SLAAC) [RFC4862] has traditionally resulted in stable addresses, since the Interface Identifier (IID) has been generated by embedding a stable layer-2 numeric identifier (e.g., a MAC address). [RFC4941] originally implied, throughout the specification, that temporary addresses are generated and employed along with stable addresses.

While the use of stable addresses (only) or mixed stable and temporary addresses can be desirable in a number of scenarios, there are other scenarios in which, for security and privacy reasons, a node may want to use only temporary address (e.g., a temporary address).

On the other hand, the lack of a formal set of requirements for temporary addresses led to a number of flaws in popular implementations and in the protocol specification itself, such as allowing for the correlation of network activity carried out with different addresses, reusing randomized identifiers across different networks, etc.

This document clarifies the requirements for stability of IPv6 addresses, such that nodes are not required to configure stable addresses, and may instead employ only temporary addresses. It also specifies a set of requirements for the generation of temporary addresses.
2. Terminology

Statistically different:
When two values are required to be "statistically different", it means that the equality of those values cannot be caused by anything else other than random chance.

This document employs the definitions of "stable address" and "temporary address" from [RFC7721].

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [RFC2119].

3. Problem statement

When [RFC4941] was written, its authors wanted to prevent privacy and security attacks enabled by addresses that contain "an embedded interface identifier, which remains constant over time". They observed that "Anytime a fixed identifier is used in multiple contexts, it becomes possible to correlate seemingly unrelated activity using this identifier." They were concerned with both on-path attackers who would observe the IP addresses of packets observed in transit, and attackers that would have access to the logs of servers.

Since the publication of [RFC4941] in September 2007, our understanding of threats and mitigations has evolved. The IETF is now officially concerned with Pervasive Monitoring [RFC7258], as well as the widespread collection of information for advertising and other purposes, for example through the Real Time Bidding protocol used for advertising auctions [RTB25].

3.1. Privacy requirements

The widespread deployment of encryption advocated in [RFC7624] is a response to Pervasive Monitoring. Encryption of communication reduces the amount of information that can be collected by monitoring data links, but does not prevent monitoring of IPv6 addresses embedded in clear text packet headers. Stable IPv6 addresses enable the correlation of such data over time.

MAC Address Randomization [IETFMACRandom] is another response to pervasive monitoring. In conjunction with DHCP Anonymity [RFC7844], it ensures that devices cannot be tracked by their MAC Address or their DHCP identifiers when they connect to "hot spots". However, the privacy effects of MAC Address Randomization would be nullified
if a device kept using the same IPv6 address before and after a MAC-address randomization event.

Many Web Browsers have options enabling browsing "in private". However, if the web connections during the private mode use the same IPv6 address as those in the public mode, web tracking systems similar to [RTB25] will quickly find the correlation between the public personna of the user and the supposedly private connection. Similarly, many web browsers have options to "delete history", including deleting "cookies" and other persistent data. Again, if the same IPv6 address is used before and after the deletion of cookies, web tracking systems will easily correlate the new activity with the prior data collection.

Using temporary address alone may not be sufficient to prevent all forms of tracking. It is however quite clear that some usage of temporary addresses is necessary to provide user privacy. It is also clear that the usage of temporary addresses needs to be synchronized with other privacy defining event such as moving to a new network, performing MAC Address Randomization, or changing the privacy posture of a node.

4. Stability Requirements for IPv6 Addresses

Nodes are not required to generate addresses with any specific stability properties. That is, the generation of stable addresses is OPTIONAL. This means that a node may end up configuring only stable addresses, only temporary, or both stable and temporary addresses.

5. Requirements for Temporary IPv6 Addresses

The requirements for temporary IPv6 addresses are as follows:

1. Temporary addresses MUST have a limited lifetime (limited "valid lifetime" and "preferred lifetime" from [RFC4862]), that should be statistically different for different addresses. The lifetime of an address essentially limits the extent to which network activity correlation can be performed for such address.

2. The lifetime of an address MUST be further reduced when privacy-meaningful events (such as a node attaching to a new network) takes place.

3. The resulting Interface Identifiers MUST be statistically different when addresses are configured for different prefixes. That is, when temporary addresses are generated for different autoconfiguration prefixes for the same network interface, the resulting Interface Identifiers must be statistically different.
This means that, given two addresses that employ different prefixes, it must be difficult for an outside entity to tell whether the addresses correspond to the same network interface or even whether they have been generated by the same host.

4. It must be difficult for an outside entity to predict the Interface Identifiers that will be employed for temporary addresses, even with knowledge of the algorithm/method employed to generate them and/or knowledge of the Interface Identifiers previously employed for other temporary addresses.

5. The resulting Interface Identifiers MUST be semantically opaque [RFC7136] and MUST NOT follow any specific patterns.

By definition, temporary addresses have a limited lifetime. This is in contrast with e.g. stable addresses [RFC7217], that are not expected to become invalid under normal circumstances. Employing statistically different lifetimes for different addresses prevents an observer from synchronizing with the temporary address regeneration; that is, from being able to predict when a temporary address will become invalid and a new one regenerated, and thus being able to infer that one newly observed address is actually the result of regenerating a previously observed one.

The lifetime of an address should be further reduced by privacy-meaningful events. For example, a host must not employ the same address across network attachment events. That is, a host that de-attaches from a network and subsequently re-attaches to a (possibly different) network should regenerate all of its temporary addresses. Similarly, a host that implements MAC address randomization should regenerate all of its temporary addresses. Failure to regenerate temporary addresses upon such events would allow the correlation of network activity across such events (e.g., correlation of network activity as a host moves from one network to another). Other events, such as those discussed in Section 3.1 should also trigger the regeneration of all temporary addresses.

Temporary addresses configured for different prefixes should employ statistically different interface identifiers. In general, the reuse of identifiers across different contexts or scopes can be detrimental for security and privacy [I-D.gont-predictable-numeric-ids] [RFC6973] [RFC4941]. For example, a node that deterministically employs the same interface identifier for generating temporary addresses for different prefixes will allow the correlation of network activity.

For security and privacy reasons, the IID generated for temporary addresses must be unpredictable by an outside entity. Otherwise, the node may be subject to many (if not all) of the security and privacy
issues that temporary addresses are expected to mitigate (please see [RFC7721]).

Any semantics or patterns in an IID might be leveraged by an attacker to e.g. reduce the search space when performing address-scanning attacks (see [RFC7707], infer the identity of the node, etc.

NOTE:
In the above text, where the "lifetime" of different addresses is required to be statistically different, or where the interface identifiers for different temporary addresses is required to be statistically different, the goal is that an implementation must not deterministically employ the same such values for different addresses. For example, where interface identifiers for different temporary addresses are required to be statistically different, the goal is to e.g. prevent an implementation from computing a single random interface identifier and employing such identifier for the generation of temporary addresses for other prefixes for the same network interface (as was the case with the algorithm specified in [RFC4941]). Therefore, a node is neither required nor expected to e.g. enforce that a newly-generated random interface identifier is not currently employed by any other temporary address configured by the node, or that such interface identifier has not been previously employed for any other temporary address configured by the node.

6. Future Work

This document clarifies the requirements for stability requirements for IPv6 addresses, and specifies requirements for temporary addresses. A separate document ([I-D.gont-taps-address-usage-problem-statement]) discusses the trade-offs involved when considering different stability properties of IPv6 addresses.

7. IANA Considerations

There are no IANA registries within this document. The RFC-Editor can remove this section before publication of this document as an RFC.

8. Security Considerations

This document clarifies the stability requirements for IPv6 addresses, and specifies requirements for the generation of temporary addresses.
The security and privacy properties of IPv6 addresses have been discussed in detail in [RFC7721] and [RFC7707].
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1. Introduction

Recently, more and more new applications for Internet are emerging. These applications have a common part that is their required bandwidth is very high and/or latency is very low compared with traditional applications like most of web and video applications.

For example, AR or VR applications may need a couple of hundred Mbps bandwidth (throughput) and a low single digit ms latency. Moreover, the difference of mean bit rate and peak bit rate is huge due to the compression algorithm [I-D.han-iccrg-arvr-transport-problem].

Some future applications expect that network can provide a bounded latency service, such as tactile network [Tactile].

With the technology development in 5G and beyond, the wireless access network is also rising the demand for the Ultra-Reliable and Low-Latency Communications (URLLC), this also leads to the question if IP transport can provide such service in Evolved Packet Core (EPC) network. IP is becoming more and more important in EPC when the Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC) for 5G will require the cloud and data service moving closer to eNodeB.
Following sections will brief the current transport and QoS technologies, and analyze the limitations to support above new applications.

A new approach that could provide QoS for transport service will be proposed. The scope and criteria for the new technology will also be summarized.

1.1. IP and Transport Technologies

The traditional IP network can only provide the best-effort service. The transport layer (TCP/UDP) on top of IP are based on this fundamental architecture. The best-effort-only service has influenced the transport evolution for quite long time, and results in some widely accepted assumptions and solutions, such as:

1. The IP layer can only provide the basic P2P (point to point) or P2MP (point to multi-point) end-to-end connectivity in Internet, but the connectivity is not reliable and does not guarantee any quality of service to end-user or application, such as bandwidth, packet loss, latency etc. Due to this assumption, the transport layer or application must have its own control mechanism in congestion and flow to obtain the reliable and satisfactory service to cooperate with the under layer network quality.

2. The transport layer assumes that the IP layer can only process all IP flows equally in the hardware since the best effort service is actually an un-differentiated service. The process includes scheduling, queuing and forwarding. Thus, the transport layer must behave nicely and friendly to make sure all flows will only obtain its own faired share of resource, and no one could consume more and no one could be starved.

1.2. TCP Solution Analysis

As a most popular and widely used transport technology, TCP traffic is dominating in Internet from the born of Internet. It is important to analyze the TCP. This section will brief the TCP, its variation, and some key factors.

1.2.1. TCP Overview and Evolution

The major functionalities of TCP are flow control and congestion control.

The flow control is based on the sliding window algorithm. In each TCP segment, the receiver specifies in the receive window field the amount of additionally received data (in bytes) that it is willing to
buffer for the connection. The sending host can send only up to that amount of data before it must wait for an acknowledgment and window update from the receiving host.

The congestion control is algorithms to prevent the hosts and network device fall into congestion state while trying to achieve the maximum throughput. There are many algorithm variations developed so far.

All congestion control will use some congestion detection scheme to detect the congestion and adjust the rate of source to avoid the congestion.

No matter what congestion control algorithm is used, traditionally, all TCP solutions are pursuing three targets, high efficiency in bandwidth utilization, high fairness in bandwidth allocation, and fast convergence to the equilibrium state. [TCP_Targets]

Recently, with the growth of new TCP applications in data center, more and more solutions were proposed to solve bufferbloat, incast problems typically happened in data center. These solutions include DCTCP, PIE, CoDel, FQ-CoDel, etc. In addition to the three traditional targets mentioned above, these solutions have another target which is to minimize the latency.

1.2.2. TCP Solution Variants

There are many TCP variants and optimization solutions since TCP was introduced 40 years ago. We have collected major TCP variants including typical traditional solution and some new solutions proposed recently.

The traditional solutions:
These solutions are implemented on host only. They use different congestion detection and inference mechanism, either based on packet loss, RTT or both, to dynamically adjust the TCP window to do the congestion control, such as: TCP-reno [RFC2581], TCP-vegas [TCP-vegas], TCP-cubic [TCP-cubic], TCP-compound [I-D.sridharan-tcpm-ctcp], TIMELY [TIMELY], etc.

The explicit rate solutions:
These solutions do not use the traditional black box mechanism executed at host to infer the TCP congestion status, instead, they rely on the rate calculation on routers to let host adjust accordingly. Both network devices and hosts must be changed. Typical solutions are: XCP [I-D.falk-xcp-spec], RCP [RCF]. Note, we put XCP and RCP as TCP here is referring to the scenario when XCP and RCP are used with TCP.
The AQM solutions:
These solutions use AQM (Active Queue Management) techniques on routers to control the buffer size, thus control the congestion and minimize the latency indirectly. Both network devices and hosts must be changed. They include: DCTCP [I-D.ietf-tcpm-dctcp], PIE [I-D.ietf-aqm-pie], CoDel [I-D.ietf-aqm-codel], FQ-CoDel [I-D.ietf-aqm-fq-codel], etc.

The new concept solutions:
Unlike above categories, these solutions use completely new concepts and methods to either accurately calculate, or figure out the optimized rate and latency of TCP, such as: PERC [PERC], BBR [BBR], FCC [FCC], Fastpass [Fastpass], etc.

1.2.3. Throughput Constraint

For the traditional TCP optimization solutions, the efficiency target is to obtain the high bandwidth utilization as much as possible to approach the link capacity. The link utilization is defined as the total throughput of all TCP flows on a network device to the network bandwidth for links.

For individual TCP flow, its actual throughput is not guaranteed at all. It depends on many factors, such as TCP algorithm used, the number of TCP flows sharing the same link, host CPU power, network device congestion status, delay in transmission, etc.

For traditional TCP, the real throughput for a flow is limited by three factors: The 1st one is the available maximum throughput at the physical layer, accounting for maximum theoretical bandwidth, network load, buffering configuration, maximum segment size, signal strength, etc; The another is related to congestion control algorithm; The 3rd is related to the TCP fairness principle. Below we will analyze the last two factors.

1.2.3.1. By Algorithm

No matter what algorithm is used, The TCP throughput is always related to some flow and network characteristics, such as the RTT (Round Trip Time) and PLR (packet loss ratio). For example, TCP-reno throughput is shown in the formula (3) in [Reno_throughput]; And TCP-cubic throughput is expressed in formula (21) in [Cubic_throughput].

This limit will prevent the link capacity to be utilized by all TCP flows. Each TCP flow may only get a few portion of the link bandwidth as the real throughput for application. Even there is one TCP flow in a link, the throughput for the TCP could be way below the link capacity for a network which RTT and PLR are high.
1.2.3.2. By Fairness Principle

TCP fairness is a de facto principle for all TCP solutions. By this rule, each router will process all TCP flows equally and fairly to allocate the required resource to all TCP flows. Different Fair Queuing algorithms were used, such as Packet based Round Robin, Core-Stateless Fair Queuing (CSFQ), WFQ, etc. The targets of all algorithms are to reach the so called max-min fairness [Fairness] of TCP in terms of bandwidth.

TCP fairness played an important and critical role in saving internet from collapse caused by congestions since TCP was introduced.

The analysis [RCP] on page 35 has given the formula of the fair share rate at bottleneck routers, the rate or throughput is capped for applications which required bandwidth are not satisfied under the rule of fairness.

1.2.4. Latency Constraint

TCP fairness will not process some TCP flows differently with others, or there is no TCP micro-flow handling.

As described above, for the traditional solutions and explicit rate solution, the latency is not considered as a target, thus no latency guarantee at all.

For AQM solutions and some new concept solutions which try to control the buffer bloat or flow latency, it can only provide the statistic bounded latency for all TCP flows. The latency is related to the queue size and other factors. And the real latency for specific flow(s) is not deterministic. It could be very small or pretty large due to the long tail effect if the flow is blocked by other slower TCP flows.

1.2.5. Summary of TCP Solution

The bandwidth and latency can hardly be satisfied simultaneously without micro flow handling and management. While trying to get higher bandwidth, it may lead to more queued packet in router and result in longer latency. While approaching shorter latency, it may cause the queue under run, and lead to the lower bandwidth.

As a summary, to support some special TCP applications that are very sensitive to bandwidth and/or latency, we need to handle those TCP flows differently with others, and the TCP fairness must be relaxed for these scenarios.
It must be noted that the fairness based transport service could satisfy most of the applications, and it is the most efficient and economical way for hardware implementation and the network bandwidth efficiency.

When providing some TCP flows with differentiated service, the traditional transport service must be able to coexist with the new service. The resource partitioning between different service is a operation and management job for service provider.

### 1.3. Other Solution Analysis

**DiffServ**

DiffServ [DiffServ] or Differentiated services is a network architecture that specifies a simple, scalable and coarse-grained mechanism for classifying and managing network traffic and providing QoS on modern IP networks. DiffServ is designed to support the QoS of aggregated traffic and normally is deployed in Service Provider networks. End user application cannot directly use DiffServ.

**IntServ**

IntServ [IntServ] or integrated services specifies more fine-grained QoS, which is often contrasted with DiffServ’s coarse-grained control system. IntServ definitely can support the applications requiring special QoS guarantee if it is deployed in a network, supported by Host OS and integrated with application. However, IntServ works on a small-scale only. When you scale up the network, it is difficult to keep track of all of the reservations and session states. Thus, IntServ is not scalable. Another problem of IntServ is it is not application driven, tedious provisioning cross different network must be done earlier. The provisioning is slow and hard to maintain.

**MPLS-TE**

MPLS-TE can provide aggregated QoS or fine-grained QoS service for different class of traffic. Similar to DiffServ, MPLS-TE is majorly used for service providers network. It requires extra protocol sets like LDP, MPLS-TE, etc to operate. It is not practical to extend MPLS-TE to end user’s desktop.

### 1.4. New approach

#### 1.4.1. IP Transport with quality of service

Semiconductor chip technology has advanced a lot for last decades, the widely used network process can not only forward the packet in line speed, but also support fast packet processing for other
features, such as Qos for DiffServ/MPLS, Access Control List (ACL), fire wall, Deep Packet Inspection (DIP), etc. To treat some TCP/IP flows differently with others and give them specified resource are feasible now by using network processor.

Network processor is also able to do the general process to handle the simple control message for traffic management, such as signaling for hardware programming, congestion state report, OAM, etc.

This document proposes a mechanism to provide the capability of IP network to support the transport layer with quality of service. The solution is based on the QoS implemented in network processor. The proposal of the document is composed of two parts:

1. Control plane, it explains a transport control sub-layer for IP, the details of control mechanism.
2. Data plane, the realization of QoS in data forwarding, QoS and error handling.

1.4.2. Design targets

The new transport service is expected to satisfy following criteria:

1. End user or application can directly use and control the new service.
2. The new service can coexist with the current transport service and is backward compatible.
3. The service provider can manage the new service.
4. Performance and scalability targets of new service are practical for vendors to achieve.
5. The new service is transport agnostic. Both TCP, UDP and other transport protocols on top of IP can use it.

1.4.3. Scope and assumption

The initial aim is to propose a solution for IPv6.

To limit the scope of the document and simplify the design and solution, the following constraints are given.

1. The transport with QoS is aimed to be supplementary to the regular transport service. At the current situation, It is targeted for the applications that are bandwidth and/or latency
sensitive. It is not intended to replace the TCP variants that have been proved to be efficient and successful for current applications.

2. The new service is limited within one administrative domain, even it does not exclude the possibilities to extend the mechanism for inter-domain scenarios. Thus, the security and other inter-domain requirements are not critical. The basic security is good enough, the inter-domain SLA, accounting and other issues are not discussed.

3. Due to high bandwidth requirement of new service for individual flow, the total number of the flows with the new service cannot be high for a port, or a system. From another point of view, the new service is targeted for the application that really needs it, the number of supported applications/users are under controlled and cannot be unlimited. So, the scalability requirement for the new service is limited.

4. The new service must coexist with the regular transport service in the same hardware, and backward compatible. Also, a transport flow can switch without the service interruption between the regular transport support and new service.

2. Terminology

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [RFC2119].

2.1. Definitions

E2E
   End-to-end

EH
   IPv6 Extension Header or Extension Option

QoS
   Quality of Service

OAM
   Operation and Management

In-band Signaling
   In telecommunications, in-band signaling is the sending of control information within the same band or channel used for voice or video.
Out-of-band Signaling
out-of-band signaling is that the control information sent over a different channel, or even over a separate network.

IP flow
For non-IPSec, an IP flow is identified by the source, destination IP address, the protocol number, the source and destination port number.

IP path
A IP path is the route that IP flow will traverse. It could be the shortest path determined by routing protocols (IGP or BGP), or the explicit path decided by another management entity, such as a central controller, or Path Computation Element (PCE) Communication Protocol (PCEP), etc

QoS channel
A forwarding channel that the QoS is guaranteed, it provides an additional QoS service to the normal IP forwarding. A QoS channel can be used for one or multiple IP flows depends on the granularity of in-band signaling.

Cir
Committed Information Rate, this is the guaranteed bandwidth

Pir
Peak Information Rate. this is the up limit bandwidth. Whether a flow can reach the PIR depends on the implementation. To use resource more efficiently, the system normally does not guarantee the PIR, but allow the sharing of resource between flows.

HbH-EH
IPv6 Hop-by-Hop Extension Header

Dst-EH
IPv6 Destination Extension Header

HbH-EH-aware node
Network nodes that are configured to process the IPv6 Hop-by-Hop Extension Header

3. Control plane
3.1. Sub-layer in IP for transport control

In order to provide some new features for the upper layer above IP, it is very useful to introduce an additional sub-layer, Transport Control, between layer 3 (IP) and layer 4 (TCP/UDP). The new layer belongs to the IP, and is present only when the system needs to provide extra control for the upper layer, in addition to the normal IP forwarding. Fig 1. illustrates a new stack with the sub-layer.

```
+=========================+
|           APP           |
+-------------------------+
|         TCP/UDP         |
+-------------------------+
|      Transport Ctl      |
|++++++++++++++++++++++++|
|           IP           |
+-------------------------+
|     Network Access      |
+-------------------------+
```

Figure 1: The new stack with a sub-layer in Layer 3

The new sub-layer is always bound with IP layer and can provide a support of the features for upper layer, such as:

In-band Signaling
The IP header with the new sub-layer can carry the signaling information for the devices on the IP path. The information may include all QoS related parameters used for hardware programming.

Congestion control
The congestion state in each device on the path can be detected and notified to the source of flows by the sub-layer; The dynamic congestion control instruction can also be carried by the sub-layer and examined by network devices on the IP path.

IP Path OAM
The OAM instruction can be carried in the sub-layer, and the OAM state can be notified to the source of flows by the sub-layer. The OAM includes the path and device property detection, QoS forwarding diagnosis and report.

IPv6 can realize the sub-layer easily by the IPv6 extension header [RFC8200].
IPv4 could use the IP option for the purpose of the sub-layer. But due to the limit size of the IP option, the functionalities, scalability of the layer is restricted.

The document will focus on the solution for IPv6 by using different IPv6 extension header.

The control plane of the propose comprises of IP in-band signaling, and the detailed control mechanisms.

3.2. IP In-band signaling

There is no definition for IP in-band signaling. From the point of view of similarity to traditional telecommunication technology, the In-band signaling for IP is that the IP control messages are sharing some common header information as the data packet.

In this document, we introduce three types of "in-band signaling" for different signaling granularity:

Flow level In-band Signaling
The control message and data packet share the same flow identification. The flow identification could be 5 tuples for non IPSec IPv6 packet: the source, destination IP address, protocol number, source and destination port number, and also could be 3 tuples for IPSec IPv6 packet: the source, destination IP address and the flow label. For the flow level in-band signaling, the signaling is for the individual IP flow, and there is no aggregation at all.

Address level In-band Signaling
The control message and data packet share the same source, destination IP address, but with different protocol number. This is the scenario that the signaling is for the aggregated flows which have the same source, destination address. i.e, All TCP/UDP flows between the same client and same server (only one address for client and one for server)

Transport level In-band Signaling
The control message and data packet share the same source, destination IP address, protocol number, but with different source or destination port number (non-IPSec) or different flow label (IPSec). This is the situation that the signaling is for the aggregated TCP or UDP flows that started and terminated at the same IP addresses.
Using In-band signaling, the control message can be embedded into any data packet, this can bring up some advantages that other methods can hardly provide:

**Diagnosis**

The in-band signaling message takes the same path, same hops, same processing at each hop as the data packet, this will make the diagnosis for both signaling and data path easier.

**Simplicity**

The in-band signaling message is forwarded with the normal data packet, it does not need to run a separate protocol. This will dramatically reduce the complexity of the control.

**Performance and scalability**

Due to the simplicity of in-band signaling for control, it is easier to provide a better performance and scalability for a new future.

Note, the requirement of IP in-band signaling was proposed before by John Harper [I-D.harper-inband-signalling-requirements]. And the in-band QoS signaling for IPv6 was simply discussed in [I-D.roberts-inband-qos-ipv6]. Unfortunately, both works did not continue.

This document not only gives detailed solution for in-band signaling, but also try to address issues raised for the previous proposal, such as security, scalability and performance. Finally, experiments with proprietary hardware and chips are given in a presentation.

### 3.3. Control mechanism

The in-band signaling must be cooperated with a control method to achieve the QoS control. There are two categories of control, one is the closed-loop control and another is the open-loop control.

1. **Closed-loop control** is that the in-band signaling is sent in one direction and the feedback will return in the reverse direction. For example, the closed-loop control can be achieved by inserting the signaling information into a data packet sent in one direction, and the feedback information is carried in the data packet in reverse direction. The transport service with bidirection data flow can use this mechanism, such as TCP and point-to-point UDP. In closed-loop control, a signaling message in one direction is processed at each router on the path. When the signaling message reaches the destination, the signaling message is processed by the protocol stack in the host, and the report information is generated. The report information is then
embedded into the flow data packet in the reverse direction and return to the host of the signaling source.

2. Open-loop control is that the in-band signaling is sent periodically in one direction without any feedback. The transport service with uni-direction data flow can use this mechanism, such as multicast by UDP. The transport service with bi-directional data flow can also use this mechanism when the simplicity of the control is wanted, i.e. no control feedback needed.

For both closed-loop and open-loop control, the signaling message for one direction is for the QoS programming for the direction. For example, the TCP-SYN or TCP data packet from client to server can carry the in-band signaling message to program the QoS for the direction of client to service. TCP-SYNACK or TCP data packet from server to client can carry the in-band signaling message to program the QoS for the server to client direction.

Due to the nature that symmetric IP path between any source and destination cannot be guaranteed, in closed-loop control, the feedback information may take the different path as the in-band signaling path. The in-band signaling must not depend on the feedback information to accomplish the signaling work, such as the programming of hardware. This is one of the difference between in-band signaling and RSVP protocol.

For this document, we will only discuss the detailed mechanism for closed-loop control for TCP.

3.4. IPv6 Approach

The IPv6 In-band signaling could be realized by using the IPv6 extension header.

There are two types of extension header used for the purpose of transport QoS control, one is the hop-by-hop EH (HbH-EH) and another is the destination EH (Dst-EH).

The HbH-EH may be examined and processed by the nodes that are explicitly configured to do so [RFC8200]. We call this nodes as HbH-EH-aware nodes in document below. It is used to carry the QoS requirement for dedicated flow(s) and then the information is intercepted by HbH-EH-aware nodes on the path to program hardware accordingly.

The destination EH will only be examined and processed by the destination device that is associated with the destination IPv6.
address in the IPv6 header. This EH is used to send the QoS related report information directly to the source of the signaling at other end.

3.4.1. Basic Control Scenarios for TCP

The finest grained QoS for TCP is flow level, this document will only focus on the solution of the flow level in-band signaling and its data plane. Other two types, address level and transport level QoS for TCP are briefly discussed in section 5.3.

The feature of TCP with flow level QoS comprises following control scenarios:

1. Setup: The setup is combined with the TCP 3-hand shaking, or any two directional TCP packets. When used with TCP 3-hand shaking, the 1st signaling embedded into HbH-EH is sent with TCP-SYN. It will be processed at HbH-EH-aware nodes on the path from source to destination. The signaling message includes the QoS requirements, such as max/min bandwidth, burst size, the latency, and the setup state. The setup state message is updated at HbH-EH-aware nodes to include the QoS programming and provisioning result and the necessary hardware reference information for IP forwarding with QoS. The 2nd signaling message is the TCP-SYNACK from server side, it includes the setup report message encoded as the Dst-EH. The setup report message is from the 1st TCP-SYN which represents the setup results on all HbH-EH-aware nodes on the path. The setup can even be started after TCP is established whenever the QoS service is required.

2. Dynamic control: this scenario is for the situation that previous QoS programming must be refreshed, modified or re-programmed. Normally, the signaling message can be embedded into HbH-EH for any TCP data packet or TCP-ACK packet. There are couple cases that the dynamic control is needed.

   **HW state refreshing**
   The HW state for QoS programming is data driven (see Section 4.1 for details). Its state will be refreshed if there is a data packet received. If there is no data received for a pre-configured time, the HW programming will be erased and the resource will be released.

   **HW programming modification**
   The HW QoS parameters can be modified if a new in-band signaling message is received and the embedded parameters are different with the old one that was used to program the HW. Section 3.4.2 will explain more about this scenario.
The IP path may be changed due to rerouting, link or node failures. This may result in the HW QoS programming failure. To repair any QoS programming failure, the new in-band signaling message can be embedded into any data packet and sent to the destination. All hops on the new path will be reprogramed with the QoS parameters. Section 4.4 has more detailed discussion.

3. Congestion Control: For TCP protocol, if IP layer can provide a certain level of quality service guarantee, the congestion control algorithm will be impacted a lot. As for what is the new congestion control, it depends on the quality service implementation in hardware and the behavior of the application. This is simply discussed in section 5.2.

3.4.2. Details of In-band Signaling for TCP

This document introduces following type of message for in-band signaling and associated data forwarding, the detailed format of messages is expressed in Section 6,

- Setup: This is for the setup of QoS channel through the IP path.
- Bandwidth: This is the required bandwidth for the QoS channel. It has minimum (CIR) and maximum bandwidth (PIR).
- Latency: This is the required latency for the QoS channel, it is the bounded latency for each hop on the path. This is not the end to end latency.
- Burst: This is the required burst for the QoS channel, it is the maximum burst size.
- Authentication: This is the security message for a in-band signaling.
- OAM: This is the Operation and Management message for the QoS channel.
- Setup State Report: This is the state report of a setup message.
- Forwarding State: This is the forwarding state message used for data packet.
- Forwarding State Report: This is the forwarding state report of a QoS channel.
There are three scenarios of QoS signaling for TCP session setup with QoS:

1. **Upstream**: This is for the direction of client to server. A
   application decides to open a TCP session with upstream QoS (for
   uploading), it will call TCP API to open a socket and connect to
   a server. The client host will form a TCP SYN packet with the
   HbH-EH in the IPv6 header. The EH includes Setup message and
   Bandwidth message, and optionally Latency, Burst, Authentication
   and OAM messages. The packet is forwarded at each hop. Each
   HbH-EH-aware nodes will process the signaling message to finish
   the following tasks before forwarding the packet to next hop:

   - Retrieve the QoS parameters to program the Hardware, it
     includes: FL, Time, Bandwidth, Latency, Burst
   - Update the field in the EH, it includes: Hop_number,
     Total_latency, and possibly Mapping Index List

   When the server receives the TCP SYN, the Host kernel will also
   check the HbH-EH while punting the TCP packet to the TCP stack
   for processing. If the HbH-EH is present and the Report bit is
   set, the Host kernel must form a new Setup State Report message,
   all fields in the message must be copied from the Setup message
   in the HbH-EH. When the TCP stack is sending the TCP-SYNACK to
   the client, the kernel must add the Setup State Report message as
   a Dst-EH in the IPv6 header. After this, the IPv6 packet is
   complete and can be sent to wire; When the client receives the
   TCP-SYNACK, the Host kernel will check the Dst-EH while punting
   the TCP packet to the TCP stack for processing. If the Dst-EH is
   present and the Setup State Report message is valid, the kernel
   must read the Setup State Report message. Depending on the setup
   state, the client will operate according to description in
   section 5.1

2. **Downstream**: This is for the direction of server to client. A
   application decides to open a TCP session with downstream QoS
   (for downloading), it will call TCP API to open a socket and
   connect to a server. The client host will form a TCP SYN packet
   with the Dst-EH in the IPv6 header. The EH includes Bandwidth
   message, and optionally Latency, Burst messages. The packet is
   forwarded at each hop. Each hop will not process the Dst-EH.
   When the server receives the TCP SYN, the Host kernel will check
   the Dst-EH while punting the TCP packet to the TCP stack for
   processing. If the Dst-EH is present, the Host kernel will
   retrieve the QoS requirement information from Bandwidth, Latency
   and Burst message, and check the QoS policy for the user. If the
   user is allowed to get the service with the expected QoS, the
server will form a Setup message similar to the case of client to server, and add it as the HbH-EH in the IPv6 header, and send the TCP-SYNACK to client. Each HbH-EH-aware nodes on the path from server to client will process the message similar to the case of client to server. After the client receives the TCP-SYNACK, the client will send the Setup State Report message to server as the Dst-EH in the TCP-ACK. Finally the server receives the TC-ACK and Setup State Report message, it can send the data to the established session according to the pre-negotiated QoS requirements.

3. Bi-direction: This is the case that the client wants to setup a session with bi-direction QoS guarantee. The detailed operations are actually a combination of Upstream and Downstream described above.

After a QoS channel is setup, the in-band signaling message can still be exchanged between two hosts, there are two scenarios for this.

1. Modify QoS on the fly: When the pre-set QoS parameters need to be adjusted, the application at source host can re-send a new in-band signaling message, the message can be embedded into any TCP packet as a IPv6 HbH-EH. The QoS modification should not impact the established TCP session and programmed QoS service. Thus, there is no service impacted during the QoS modification. Depending on the hardware performance, the signaling message can be sent with TCP packet with different data size. If the performance is high, the signaling message can be sent with any TCP packet; otherwise, the signaling message should be sent with small size TCP packet or zero-size TCP packet (such as TCP ACK). Modification of QoS on the fly is a very critical feature for the so called "Application adaptive QoS transport service". With this service, an application (or the proxy from a service provider) could setup an optimized CIR for different stage of application for the economical and efficient purpose. For example, in the transport of compressed video, the I-frame has big size and cannot be lost, but P-frame and B-frame both have smaller size and can tolerate some loss. There are much more P-frame and B-frame than I-frame in videos with smooth changes and variations in images [I-D.han-iccrg-arvr-transport-problem]. Based on this characteristics, application can request a relatively small CIR for the time of P-frame and P-frame, and request a big CIR for the time of I-frame.

2. Repairing of the QoS channel: This is the case the QoS channel was broken and need to be repaired, see section 4.4.
3.5. Key Messages and Parameters in Control Protocol

The detailed message format is described in the section 6, the detailed explanation of key messages and parameters are below:

3.5.1. Setup and Setup State Report messages

Setup is the message used for following purpose:

- Setup the QoS channel for a TCP when the TCP session is establishing.
- Dynamic Control of the QoS channel for a established TCP session.
  See section 3.4.1

Setup message is intended to program the hardware for QoS channel on the IP path from the source to the destination expressed in IPv6 header. It is embedded as the HbH-EH in an appropriate TCP packet and will be processed at each HbH-EH-aware node. For the simplicity, performance and scalability purpose, we can configure some hop to do the processing and some hops do not. For different QoS requirement and scenarios, different criteria can be used for the configuration of the hop to be HbH-EH-aware node, below are some factor to consider:

- Reserved bandwidth is required: The throttle router is the critical point to be configured to process the hop-by-hop EH for the bandwidth reservation. The throttle router is the device that a interested TCP session cannot get the enough bandwidth to support its application. The regular throttle routers include the BRAS (broadband remote access server) in broadband access network, the PGW (PDN Gateway) in LTE network, the TOR (Top of Rack) in data center. In more general case, any routers which aggregate traffic may become as a throttle router. Moreover, the direction of congestion must be considered. Normally, the congestion happens on the direction that more than one flows from multiple ingress links are aggregated and sent to one egress link. For other devices that the interested TCP session can get the enough bandwidth do not need to process the hop-by-hop EH.

- Bounded latency is required: In theory, each router and switch could contribute some delay to the end-to-end latency, but the throttle router will contribute more than non-throttle routers, and slow device will contribute more than fast device. We can use OAM to detect the latency contribution in a network, and configure those worst-cast devices to process the HbH-EH.
Setup State Report message is the message sent from the destination host to the source host (from the point of view of the Setup message). The message is embedded into the Dst-EH in any data packet. The Setup State Report in the message is just a copy from the Setup message received at the destination host for a typical TCP session. The message is used at the source host to forward the packet later and to do the congestion control.

3.5.2. OAM

OAM is a special in-band signaling message used for detection and diagnosis. It can be used before and after a QoS channel is established. Before a QoS channel is established, OAM message can be added as a HbH-EH to any IPv6 packet and used to detect:

- IP path properties: Total hop number that is HbH-EH-aware node; The IP address of each HbH-EH-aware node.
- Static properties at each HbH-EH-aware node: Protocol version; Supported Flow identifying methods; Mapping index size; Supported configuration range of bandwidth, latency, forwarding QoS state time.
- Financial properties at each HbH-EH-aware node: Unit price for bandwidth; Unit price for service duration; Price for different latency.

After a QoS channel is established, OAM message can also be added as a HbH-EH to any IPv6 packet and used to detect and diagnose failures:

- IP path dynamic properties: Total end to end latency
- Dynamic properties at each HbH-EH-aware node: Queue size; Remained bandwidth; Dropped packet number by different reasons.
- The detailed QoS forwarding failure reason.

3.5.3. Forwarding State and Forwarding State Report messages

Forwarding State and Forwarding State Report messages are used for data plane, See section 4.2.

3.5.4. Flow Identifying Methods

This is a parameter to program the HW for the flow identifying method. It is used for the QoS granularity definition and flow identification for QoS process. The QoS is enforced for a group of flows or a dedicated flow that can be identified by the same flow...
identification. The QoS granularity is determined by the flow identification method during the setup and packet forwarding process. There are three levels of QoS granularities: Flow level, Address level and transport level. Each level of QoS granularity is realized by corresponding in-band signaling. The document focus on the flow level in-band signaling, other two level in-band signaling are discussed in the section 5.3.

There are two ways for the flow identifying method. One is by the tuples in IP header, another is by a local significant number (see mapping index) generated and maintained in a router. When "Mapping Index Size" (Mis) is zero, it means the "Flow identification method" (FI) is used for both control plane and data plane. When "Mis" is not zero, it means "FI" is only used in signaling, and the data plane will only use the "Mapping Index".

There are four types for "Flow identification method":

1. Individual Flow: Non-IPSec case: flow is identified by source and destination address, source and destination port number, and protocol number; IPSec case: flow is identified by source and destination address, flow label. For both case, FI = 0; the associated QoS is flow level, and QoS is guaranteed for a dedicated IP flow.

2. TCP flows: flow is identified by source and destination address, and TCP protocol number. The associated QoS is transport level, and QoS is guaranteed for TCP flows that have the same source and destination address. For this case, FI=1.

3. UDP flows: flow is identified by source and destination address, and UDP protocol number. The associated QoS is transport level, and QoS is guaranteed for UDP flows that have the same source and destination address. For this case, FI=2.

4. All flows: flow is identified by source and destination address. The associated QoS is address level, and QoS is guaranteed for all IP flows that have the same source and destination address. For this case, FI=3.

The use of local generated number to identify flow is to speed up the flow lookup and QoS process for data plane. The number could be the MPLS label or a local tag for a MPLS capable router. The difference between this method and the MPLS switch is that there is no MPLS LDP protocol running and the IP packet does not need to be encapsulated as MPLS packet at the source host. When the MPLS label is used, the "Mapping Index Size" is 20 bits.
3.5.5. Hop Number

This is a parameter for the total number of hop that is HbH-EH-aware node on the path. It is the field "Hop_num" in Setup message. It is used to locate the bit position for "Setup State" and the "Mapping Index" in "Mapping Index List". The value of "Hop_num" must be decremented at each hop. And at the receive host of the in-band signaling, the Hop_num must be zero.

The source host must know the exact hop number, and setup the initial value in the Setup message. The exact hop number can be detected by the OAM message.

3.5.6. Mapping Index, Size and Mapping Index List

Mapping Index is the local significant number generated and maintained in a router, and The "Mapping Index List" is just a list of "Mapping Index" for all hops that are HbH-EH-aware nodes on the IP path.

Mapping Index Size is the size for each mapping index in the Mapping Index List. The source host must know Mapping Index Size, and setup the initial value in the Setup message. The exact Mapping Index Size can be detected by the OAM message.

When a router receives a HbH-EH, it may generate a mapping index for the flow(s) that is defined by the Flow Identifying Method in "FL". Then the router must attach the mapping index value to the end of the Mapping Index List. After the packet reaches the destination host, the Mapping Index List will be that the 1st router’s mapping index as the list header, and the last router’s mapping index as the list tail.

3.5.7. QoS State and life of Time

After the chip is programmed for a QoS, a QoS state is created. The QoS state life is determined by the "Time" in the Setup message. Whenever there is a packet processed by a QoS state, the associated timer for the QoS state is reset. If the timer of a QoS state is expired, the QoS state will be erased and the associated resource will be released.

In order to keep the QoS state active, a application at source host can send some zero size of data to refresh the QoS state.

When the Time is set to zero, it means the life of the QoS State will be kept until the de-programming message is received.
3.5.8. Authentication

The in-band signaling is designed to have a basic security mechanism to protect the integrity of a signaling message. The Authentication message is to attach to a signaling message, the source host calculates the harsh value of a key and all invariable part of a signaling message (Setup message: ver, FI, R, Mis, P, Time; Bandwidth message, Latency message, Burst message). The key is only known to the hosts and all HbH-EH-aware nodes. The securely distribution of the key is out the scope of the document.

4. Data plane

To support the QoS feature, there are couple of important requirements and schemes for implementations. These include the basic capability for the hardware, the scheme for the data forwarding, QoS processing, state report, etc.

Section 4.1 will talk about the basic capability for data plane, and section 4.2 will discuss the messages used for data plane after the QoS channel is established.

4.1. Basic Capability

The document only proposes the protocol used for control, and it is independent of the implementation of the system. However, to achieve the satisfactory targets for performance and scalability, the protocol must be cooperated with capable hardware to provide the desired fine-grained QoS for different transport.

In our experiment to implement the feature for TCP, we used a network processor with traffic management feature. The traffic management can provide the fine-grained QoS for any configured flow(s). Following capabilities are RECOMMENDED:

1. The in-banding signaling is processed in network processor without punting to controller CPU for help
2. The QoS forwarding state is kept and maintained in network processor without the involvement from controller CPU.
3. The QoS state has a life of a pre-configured time and will be automatically deleted if there is no data packet processed by that QoS state. The timer can be changed on the fly.
4. The QoS forwarding does not need to be done at the controller CPU, or so called slow path. It is at the same hardware as the normal IP forwarding. For any IP packet, the QoS forwarding is
executed first. Normal forwarding will be executed if there is no QoS state associated with the identification of the flow.

5. The QoS forwarding and normal forwarding can be switched on the fly.

4.2. Forwarding State and Forwarding State Report

After the QoS is programmed by the in-band signaling, the specified IP flows can be processed and forwarded for the QoS requirement. There are two ways for host to use the QoS channel for associated TCP session:

1. Host directly send the IP packet without any changes to the packet, this is for the following cases:

   * The hardware was programmed to use the tuples in IP header as identification for QoS process (Mis = 0), and

   * The packet does not function to collect the QoS forwarding state on the path.

2. Host add the Forward State message into a data packet’s IP header as HbH-EH and send the packet, this is for the cases:

   * The hardware was programmed to use the mapping index as identification for QoS process (Mis != 0).

   * The hardware was programmed to use the tuples in IP header as identification for QoS process (Mis = 0), and the data packet functions to collect the QoS forwarding state on the path. This is the situation that host wants to detect the QoS forwarding state for the purpose of failure handling (See section 4.3).

Forwarding State message format is shown in the Section 6.7. It is used to notify the mapping index and also update QoS forwarding state for the hops that are HbH-EH-aware nodes.

After Forwarding State message is reaching the destination host, the host is supposed to retrieve it and form a Forwarding State Report message, and carry it in any data packet as the Dst-EH, then send to the host in the reverse direction.
4.3. Flow Identification in Packet Forwarding

Flow identification in Packet Forwarding is same as the QoS channel establishment by Setup message. It is to forward a packet with a specified QoS process if the packet is identified to be belonging to specified flow(s).

There are two methods used in data forwarding to identify flows:

1. Hardware was programmed to use tuples in IP header implicitly. This is indicated by the fact that the "Mis" is zero or the Mapping index is not used. When a packet is received, its tuples are looked up according to the value of "FI". If there is a QoS table that matches for the packet, the packet will be processed by the QoS state found in the QoS table. This method does not need any EH added into the data packet unless the data packet function to collect the QoS forwarding state on the path. See section 4.3

2. Hardware was programmed to use mapping index to identify flows. This is indicated by the fact that the "Mis" is not zero. When a packet is received, the mapping index associated with the hop is retrieved and looked up for the QoS table. If it has a match for the packet, the packet will be processed by the QoS state entry found in the QoS table.

4.4. QoS Forwarding State Detection and Failure Handling

QoS forwarding may be failed due to different reasons:

1. Hardware failure in HbH-EH-aware node.

2. IP path change due to link failure, node failure or routing changes; And the IP path change has impact to the HbH-EH-aware node.

3. Network topology change; and the change leads to the changes of HbH-EH-aware nodes.

Application may need to be aware of the service status of QoS guarantee when the application is using a TCP session with QoS. In order to provide such feature, the TCP stack in the source host can detect the QoS forwarding state by sending TCP data packet with Forwarding State message coded as HbH-EH. After the TCP data packet reaches the destination host, the host will copy the forwarding state into a Forwarding State Report message, and send it with another TCP packet (for example, TCP-ACK) in reverse direction to the source host. Thereafter, the source host can obtain the QoS forwarding state on all HbH-EH-aware nodes.
A host can do the QoS forwarding state detection by three ways: on demand, periodically or constantly.

After a host detects that there is QoS forwarding state failure, it can repair such failure by sending another Setup message embedded into a HbH-EH of any TCP packet. This repairing can handle all failure case mentioned above.

If a failure cannot be repaired, host will be notified, and appropriate action can be taken, see section 5.1

5. Other Issues

Above document only covers the details for the QoS support of individual TCP session by using the flow level in-band signaling. Due to the extensive scope of in-band signaling, there are many other associated issues for IP transport control. Below lists some of them, and we only brief the solution but do not go to details.

The details of each topic can be expressed in other drafts.

5.1. User and Application driven

The QoS transport service is initiated and controlled by end user’s application. Following tasks are done in host

1. The detailed QoS parameters in in-band signaling is set by end user application. New socket option must be added, the option is a place holder for QoS parameters (Setup, Bandwidth, etc), Setup State Report and Forwarding State Report messages.

2. The Setup State Report and Forwarding State Report message received at host are processed by transport service in kernel. The Setup State Report message processed at host can result in the notification to the application whether the setup is successful. If the setup is successful, the application can start to use the socket having the QoS support; If the setup is failed, the application may have three choices:

* Lower the QoS requirement and re-setup a new QoS channel with new in-band signaling message.

* Use the TCP session as traditional transport without any QoS support.

* Lookup the service provider for help to locate the problem in network.
5.2. Traffic Management in Host

In order to accommodate in-band signaling and the QoS transport service, the OS on a host must be changed in traffic management related areas. There are two parts for traffic management to be changed. One is to manage traffic going out a host’s shared links. Another is congestion control for TCP flows:

1. The current traffic management in a host manages traffic from different TCP/UDP session going out host link(s), in the way similar to routers to send traffic out. All TCP/UDP sessions will share the bandwidth for all egress links. For the purpose to work with the differentiated service provided by under layer network in bandwidth and latency, the kernel may allocate expected resource to applications that are using the QoS transport service. For example, kernel can queue different packets from different applications or users to different queue and schedule them in different priority. Only after this change, some application can use more bandwidth and get less queuing delay for a link than others.

2. The congestion control in a host manages the behavior of TCP flow(s). This includes important features like slow start, AIMD, fast retransmit, selective ACK, etc. To accommodate the benefit of the QoS guaranteed transport service, the congestion control will be much simpler. The new congestion control is related to the implementation of QoS guarantee. Following is a simple congestion control algorithm assuming that the CIR is guaranteed and PIR is shared between flows:

   * There is no slow start, the TCP can start the traffic at the rate of CIR.

   * The AIMD is kept, but the range of the sawtooth pattern should be maintained between CIR and PIR.

   * Other congestion control features can be kept.

5.3. Non-shortest-path

The above method for the transport service with QoS is for the normal IP flows passing along the shortest path determined by the IGP or BGP. However, the IP shortest path may not be the best path in terms of the QoS. For example, the original IP path may not have enough bandwidth for a transport QoS service. The latency of the IP path is not the minimum in the network. There are two problems involved. One is how to find the best path for a QoS criteria, bandwidth or
latency. Another is how to setup the transport QoS for a non-
shortest-path.

The 1st problem is out of scope of this document and many
technologies have be discovered or in research.

The 2nd problem can be solved by combining the segment routing and
in-band signaling. The use of the HbH-EH and Dst-EH is independent
of the type of IP path, thus can be used with segment routing for any
path determined by source. Note, the HbH-EH-aware nodes may not be
different as the explicit IPv6 address in the segment routing header.

5.4. Heterogeneous Network

When IP network is crossing a non-IP network, such as MPLS or
Ethernet network, the in-band signaling needs to be interworking with
that network. The behavior, protocol and rules in the interworking
with non-IP network is not the problem this document will address.
More study and research need to be done, and new draft should be
written to solve the problem.

5.5. Proxy Control

It is expected that for a real service provider network, the in-band
signaling will be checked, filtered and managed at a proxy routers.
This will serve following purpose:

1. Proxy can check if a in-band signaling from end user for the SLA
   compliance, security and DOS attack prevention.

2. Proxy can collect the statistics for user’s TCP flows and check
   the in-band signaling for accounting and charging.

3. Proxy can insert and process appropriate in-band signaling for
   TCP flows that the host does not support the new feature, and
   this can provide the backward compatibility for host to use the
   new feature.

6. Message Format

6.1. Setup Msg
Type = 0, Setup state;
Version: The version of the protocol for the QoS
FI: Flow identification method,
   0: 5 tuples; 1: src,dst,TCP; 2: src,dst,UDP; 3: src,dst
R: If the destination host report the received Setup state to
   the src address by Destination EH. 0: dont report; 1: report
Mis: Mapping index size; 0: 0bits, 1: 16bits, 2: 20bits, 3: 32bits
P: Programming the HW for QoS; 0: program HW for the QoS from
   src to dst; 1: De-program HW for the QoS from src to dst
Time: The life time of QoS forwarding state in second.
Hop_num: The total hop number on the path set by host. It must be
decrementated at each hop after the processing.
u: the unit of latency, 0: ms; 1: us
Total_latency : Latency accumulated from each hop, each hop will
add the latency in the device to this value.
Setup state for each hop index: each bit is the setup state on
each hop on the path, 0: failed; 1: success. The 1st hop is at the
most significant bit.
Mapping index list for hops: the mapping index list for all hops
on the path, each index bit size is defined in Mis. The 1st
mapping index is at the top of the stack. Each hop add its mapping
index at the correct position indexed by the current hop number
for the router.

Figure 2: The Setup message

The Setup message is embedded into the hop-by-hop EH to setup the QoS
in the device on the IP forwarding path. At each hop, if the router
is configured to process the header and to enforce the QoS, it must
retrieve the hardware required information from the header, and then
update some fields in the header.

To keep the whole setup message size unchanged at each hop, the total
hop number must be known at the source host The total hop number can
be detected by OAM. The mapping index list is empty before the 1st
hop receives the in-band signaling. Each hop then fill up the
associated mapping index into the correct place determined by the
index of the hop.
6.2. Bandwidth Msg

```
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|0 0 0 1| reserved | Minimum bandwidth |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                      Maximum bandwidth                       |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
```

Type = 1,
Minimum bandwidth : The minimum bandwidth required, or CIR, unit Mbps
Maximum bandwidth : The maximum bandwidth required, or PIR, unit Mbps

Figure 3: The Bandwidth message

6.3. Burst Msg

```
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|0 0 1 0| Burst size |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
```

Type = 2,
Burst size : The burst size, unit M bytes

Figure 4: The burst message

6.4. Latency Msg

```
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|0 0 1 1|u| Latency |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
```

Type = 3,
u: the unit of the latency
0: ms; 1: us
Latency: Expected maximum latency for each hop

Figure 5: The Latency message
6.5. Authentication Msg

```
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-
| 0 1 0 0 |    MAC_ALG    |  res  |  MAC data (variable length)   |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-
```

Type = 4,
MAC_ALG: Message Authentication Algorithm
0: MD5; 1:SHA-0; 2: SHA-1; 3: SHA-256; 4: SHA-512
MAC data: Message Authentication Data;
Res: Reserved bits
Size of signaling data (opt_len): Size of MAC data + 2
MD5: 18; SHA-0: 22; SHA-1: 22; SHA-256: 34; SHA-512: 66

Figure 6: The Authentication message

6.6. OAM Msg

```
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-
| 0 1 0 1 | OAM_t |   OAM_len     |    OAM data (variable length) |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-
```

Type = 5,
OAM_t : OAM type
OAM_len : 8-bit unsigned integer. Length of the OAM data, in octets;
OAM data: OAM data, details of OAM data are TBD.

Figure 7: The OAM message

6.7. Forwarding State Msg
Figure 8: The Forwarding State message

6.8. Setup State Report Msg

Figure 9: The Setup State Report message
### 6.9. Forward State Report Msg

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Forwarding state report</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

H: Hop number bit. When a host receives a Forward State message and forms a Forward State Report message, it must check if the Hop_num in the Forward State message is zero. If it is zero, the H bit is set to one, and if it is not zero, the H bit is clear. This will notify the source of the Forward State message that the original Hop_num was set correctly.

Following are directly copied from the Forward State message:
- u, Total_latency;
- Forwarding State for each hop index

![Figure 10: The Fwd State Report message](image)

### 7. IANA Considerations

This document defines a new option type for the Hop-by-Hop Options header and the Destination Options header. According to [RFC8200], the detailed value are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hex Value</th>
<th>Binary Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0x0</td>
<td>00 0 10000</td>
<td>In-band Signaling</td>
<td>Section 6 in this doc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 11: The New Option Type](image)

1. The highest-order 2 bits: 00, indicating if the processing IPv6 node does not recognize the Option type, skip over this option and continue processing the header.

2. The third-highest-order bit: 0, indicating the Option Data does not change en route.
3. The low-order 5 bits: 10000, assigned by IANA.

This document also defines a 4-bit subtype field, for which IANA will create and will maintain a new sub-registry entitled "In-band signaling Subtypes" under the "Internet Protocol Version 6 (IPv6) Parameters" [IPv6_Parameters] registry. Initial values for the subtype registry are given below

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Mnemonic</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>SETUP</td>
<td>Setup message</td>
<td>Section 6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>BANDWIDTH</td>
<td>Bandwidth message</td>
<td>Section 6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>BURST</td>
<td>Burst message</td>
<td>Section 6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>LATENCY</td>
<td>Latency message</td>
<td>Section 6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>AUTH</td>
<td>Authentication message</td>
<td>Section 6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>OAM</td>
<td>OAM message</td>
<td>Section 6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>FWD STATE</td>
<td>Forward state</td>
<td>Section 6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>SETUP REPORT</td>
<td>Setup state report</td>
<td>Section 6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>FWD REPORT</td>
<td>Forwarding state report</td>
<td>Section 6.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 12: The In-band Signaling Sub Type

8. Security Considerations

There is no security issue introduced by this document
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1. Introduction

This document defines common functionality required by both IPv6 hosts and routers. Many IPv6 nodes will implement optional or additional features, but this document collects and summarizes requirements from other published Standards Track documents in one place.
This document tries to avoid discussion of protocol details and references RFCs for this purpose. This document is intended to be an applicability statement and to provide guidance as to which IPv6 specifications should be implemented in the general case and which specifications may be of interest to specific deployment scenarios. This document does not update any individual protocol document RFCs.

Although this document points to different specifications, it should be noted that in many cases, the granularity of a particular requirement will be smaller than a single specification, as many specifications define multiple, independent pieces, some of which may not be mandatory. In addition, most specifications define both client and server behavior in the same specification, while many implementations will be focused on only one of those roles.

This document defines a minimal level of requirement needed for a device to provide useful internet service and considers a broad range of device types and deployment scenarios. Because of the wide range of deployment scenarios, the minimal requirements specified in this document may not be sufficient for all deployment scenarios. It is perfectly reasonable (and indeed expected) for other profiles to define additional or stricter requirements appropriate for specific usage and deployment environments. For example, this document does not mandate that all clients support DHCP, but some deployment scenarios may deem it appropriate to make such a requirement. For example, NIST has defined profiles for specialized requirements for IPv6 in target environments (see [USGv6]).

As it is not always possible for an implementer to know the exact usage of IPv6 in a node, an overriding requirement for IPv6 nodes is that they should adhere to Jon Postel’s Robustness Principle: "Be conservative in what you do, be liberal in what you accept from others" [RFC0793].

1.1. Scope of This Document

IPv6 covers many specifications. It is intended that IPv6 will be deployed in many different situations and environments. Therefore, it is important to develop requirements for IPv6 nodes to ensure interoperability.

1.2. Description of IPv6 Nodes

From the Internet Protocol, Version 6 (IPv6) Specification [RFC8200], we have the following definitions:
IPv6 node - a device that implements IPv6.
IPv6 router - a node that forwards IPv6 packets not explicitly addressed to itself.
IPv6 host - any IPv6 node that is not a router.

2. Requirements Language

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [RFC2119] 8174 [RFC8174] when, and only when, they appear in all capitals, as show here.

3. Abbreviations Used in This Document

AH Authentication Header
DAD Duplicate Address Detection
ESP Encapsulating Security Payload
ICMP Internet Control Message Protocol
IKE Internet Key Exchange
MIB Management Information Base
MLD Multicast Listener Discovery
MTU Maximum Transmission Unit
NA Neighbor Advertisement
NBMA Non-Broadcast Multiple Access
ND Neighbor Discovery
NS Neighbor Solicitation
NUD Neighbor Unreachability Detection
PPP Point-to-Point Protocol

4. Sub-IP Layer

An IPv6 node MUST include support for one or more IPv6 link-layer specifications. Which link-layer specifications an implementation should include will depend upon what link-layers are supported by the hardware available on the system. It is possible for a conformant IPv6 node to support IPv6 on some of its interfaces and not on others.

As IPv6 is run over new layer 2 technologies, it is expected that new specifications will be issued. In the following, we list some of the layer 2 technologies for which an IPv6 specification has been developed. It is provided for informational purposes only and may not be complete.

- Transmission of IPv6 Packets over Ethernet Networks [RFC2464]
5.  IP Layer

5.1.  Internet Protocol Version 6 - RFC 8200

The Internet Protocol Version 6 is specified in [RFC8200]. This specification MUST be supported.

The node MUST follow the packet transmission rules in RFC 8200.

All conformant IPv6 implementations MUST be capable of sending and receiving IPv6 packets; forwarding functionality MAY be supported. Nodes MUST always be able to send, receive, and process fragment headers.

IPv6 nodes MUST not create overlapping fragments. Also, when reassembling an IPv6 datagram, if one or more of its constituent fragments is determined to be an overlapping fragment, the entire datagram (and any constituent fragments) MUST be silently discarded. See [RFC5722] for more information.

As recommended in [RFC8021], nodes MUST NOT generate atomic fragments, i.e., where the fragment is a whole datagram. As per [RFC6946], if a receiving node reassembling a datagram encounters an atomic fragment, it should be processed as a fully reassembled
packet, and any other fragments that match this packet should be processed independently.

To mitigate a variety of potential attacks, nodes SHOULD avoid using predictable fragment Identification values in Fragment Headers, as discussed in [RFC7739].

All nodes SHOULD support the setting and use of the IPv6 Flow Label field as defined in the IPv6 Flow Label specification [RFC6437]. Forwarding nodes such as routers and load distributors MUST NOT depend only on Flow Label values being uniformly distributed. It is RECOMMENDED that source hosts support the flow label by setting the Flow Label field for all packets of a given flow to the same value chosen from an approximation to a discrete uniform distribution.

5.2. Support for IPv6 Extension Headers

RFC 8200 specifies extension headers and the processing for these headers.

Extension headers (except for the Hop-by-Hop Options header) are not processed, inserted, or deleted by any node along a packet’s delivery path, until the packet reaches the node (or each of the set of nodes, in the case of multicast) identified in the Destination Address field of the IPv6 header.

Any unrecognized extension headers or options MUST be processed as described in RFC 8200. Note that where Section 4 of RFC 8200 refers to the action to be taken when a Next Header value in the current header is not recognized by a node, that action applies whether the value is an unrecognized Extension Header or an unrecognized upper layer protocol (ULP).

An IPv6 node MUST be able to process these extension headers. An exception is Routing Header type 0 (RH0), which was deprecated by [RFC5095] due to security concerns and which MUST be treated as an unrecognized routing type.

Further, [RFC7045] adds specific requirements for processing of Extension Headers, in particular that any forwarding node along an IPv6 packet’s path, which forwards the packet for any reason, SHOULD do so regardless of any extension headers that are present.

As per RFC 8200, when a node fragments an IPv6 datagram, it MUST include the entire IPv6 Header Chain in the first fragment. The Per-Fragment headers MUST consist of the IPv6 header plus any extension headers that MUST be processed by nodes en route to the destination, that is, all headers up to and including the Routing header if
present, else the Hop-by-Hop Options header if present, else no
extension headers. On reassembly, if the first fragment does not
include all headers through an Upper-Layer header, then that fragment
SHOULD be discarded and an ICMP Parameter Problem, Code 3, message
SHOULD be sent to the source of the fragment, with the Pointer field
set to zero. See [RFC7112] for a discussion of why oversized IPv6
Extension Header chains are avoided.

Defining new IPv6 extension headers is not recommended, unless there
are no existing IPv6 extension headers that can be used by specifying
a new option for that IPv6 extension header. A proposal to specify a
new IPv6 extension header MUST include a detailed technical
explanation of why an existing IPv6 extension header can not be used
for the desired new function, and in such cases need to follow the
format described in Section 8 of RFC 8200. For further background
reading on this topic, see [RFC6564].

5.3. Protecting a node from excessive EH options

As per RFC 8200, end hosts are expected to process all extension
headers, destination options, and hop-by-hop options in a packet.
Given that the only limit on the number and size of extension headers
is the MTU, the processing of received packets could be considerable.
It is also conceivable that a long chain of extension headers might
be used as a form of denial-of-service attack. Accordingly, a host
may place limits on the number and sizes of extension headers and
options it is willing to process.

A host MAY limit the number of consecutive PAD1 options in
destination options or hop-by-hop options to seven. In this case, if
the more than seven consecutive PAD1 options are present the packet
MAY be silently discarded. The rationale is that if padding of eight
or more bytes is required than the PADN option SHOULD be used.

A host MAY limit number of bytes in a PADN option to be less than
eight. In such a case, if a PADN option is present that has a length
greater than seven then the packet SHOULD be silently discarded. The
rationale for this guideline is that the purpose of padding is for
alignment and eight bytes is the maximum alignment used in IPv6.

A host MAY disallow unknown options in destination options or hop-by-
hop options. This SHOULD be configurable where the default is to
accept unknown options and process them per [RFC8200]. If a packet
with unknown options is received and the host is configured to
disallow them, then the packet SHOULD be silently discarded.

A host MAY impose a limit on the maximum number of non-padding
options allowed in the destination options and hop-by-hop extension
headers. If this feature is supported the maximum number SHOULD be configurable and the default value SHOULD be set to eight. The limits for destination options and hop-by-hop options may be separately configurable. If a packet is received and the number of destination or hop-by-hop options exceeds the limit, then the packet SHOULD be silently discarded.

A host MAY impose a limit on the maximum length of destination options or hop-by-hop options extension header. This value SHOULD be configurable and the default is to accept options of any length. If a packet is received and the length of destination or hop-by-hop options extension header exceeds the length limit, then the packet SHOULD be silently discarded.

5.4. Neighbor Discovery for IPv6 - RFC 4861

Neighbor Discovery is defined in [RFC4861]; the definition was updated by [RFC5942]. Neighbor Discovery SHOULD be supported. RFC 4861 states:

> Unless specified otherwise (in a document that covers operating IP over a particular link type) this document applies to all link types. However, because ND uses link-layer multicast for some of its services, it is possible that on some link types (e.g., Non-Broadcast Multi-Access (NBMA) links), alternative protocols or mechanisms to implement those services will be specified (in the appropriate document covering the operation of IP over a particular link type). The services described in this document that are not directly dependent on multicast, such as Redirects, next-hop determination, Neighbor Unreachability Detection, etc., are expected to be provided as specified in this document. The details of how one uses ND on NBMA links are addressed in [RFC2491].

Some detailed analysis of Neighbor Discovery follows:

Router Discovery is how hosts locate routers that reside on an attached link. Hosts MUST support Router Discovery functionality.

Prefix Discovery is how hosts discover the set of address prefixes that define which destinations are on-link for an attached link. Hosts MUST support Prefix Discovery.

Hosts MUST also implement Neighbor Unreachability Detection (NUD) for all paths between hosts and neighboring nodes. NUD is not required for paths between routers. However, all nodes MUST respond to unicast Neighbor Solicitation (NS) messages.
[RFC7048] discusses NUD, in particular cases where it behaves too impatiently. It states that if a node transmits more than a certain number of packets, then it SHOULD use the exponential backoff of the retransmit timer, up to a certain threshold point.

Hosts MUST support the sending of Router Solicitations and the receiving of Router Advertisements. The ability to understand individual Router Advertisement options is dependent on supporting the functionality making use of the particular option.

[RFC7559] discusses packet loss resiliency for Router Solicitations, and requires that nodes MUST use a specific exponential backoff algorithm for RS retransmissions.

All nodes MUST support the sending and receiving of Neighbor Solicitation (NS) and Neighbor Advertisement (NA) messages. NS and NA messages are required for Duplicate Address Detection (DAD).

Hosts SHOULD support the processing of Redirect functionality. Routers MUST support the sending of Redirects, though not necessarily for every individual packet (e.g., due to rate limiting). Redirects are only useful on networks supporting hosts. In core networks dominated by routers, Redirects are typically disabled. The sending of Redirects SHOULD be disabled by default on routers intended to deployed on core networks. They MAY be enabled by default on routers intended to support hosts on edge networks.

"IPv6 Host-to-Router Load Sharing" [RFC4311] includes additional recommendations on how to select from a set of available routers. [RFC4311] SHOULD be supported.

5.5. SEcure Neighbor Discovery (SEND) - RFC 3971

SEND [RFC3971] and Cryptographically Generated Addresses (CGAs) [RFC3972] provide a way to secure the message exchanges of Neighbor Discovery. SEND has the potential to address certain classes of spoofing attacks, but it does not provide specific protection for threats from off-link attackers.

There have been relatively few implementations of SEND in common operating systems and platforms since its publication in 2005, and thus deployment experience remains very limited to date.

At this time, support for SEND is considered optional. Due to the complexity in deploying SEND, and its heavyweight provisioning, its deployment is only likely to be considered where nodes are operating in a particularly strict security environment.
5.6. IPv6 Router Advertisement Flags Option - RFC 5175

Router Advertisements include an 8-bit field of single-bit Router Advertisement flags. The Router Advertisement Flags Option extends the number of available flag bits by 48 bits. At the time of this writing, 6 of the original 8 single-bit flags have been assigned, while 2 remain available for future assignment. No flags have been defined that make use of the new option, and thus, strictly speaking, there is no requirement to implement the option today. However, implementations that are able to pass unrecognized options to a higher-level entity that may be able to understand them (e.g., a user-level process using a "raw socket" facility) MAY take steps to handle the option in anticipation of a future usage.

5.7. Path MTU Discovery and Packet Size

5.7.1. Path MTU Discovery - RFC 8201

"Path MTU Discovery for IP version 6" [RFC8201] SHOULD be supported.

From [RFC8200]:

> It is strongly recommended that IPv6 nodes implement Path MTU Discovery [RFC8201], in order to discover and take advantage of path MTUs greater than 1280 octets. However, a minimal IPv6 implementation (e.g., in a boot ROM) may simply restrict itself to sending packets no larger than 1280 octets, and omit implementation of Path MTU Discovery.

The rules in [RFC8200] and [RFC5722] MUST be followed for packet fragmentation and reassembly.

As described in RFC 8201, nodes implementing Path MTU Discovery and sending packets larger than the IPv6 minimum link MTU are susceptible to problematic connectivity if ICMPv6 messages are blocked or not transmitted. For example, this will result in connections that complete the TCP three-way handshake correctly but then hang when data is transferred. This state is referred to as a black-hole connection [RFC2923]. Path MTU Discovery relies on ICMPv6 Packet Too Big (PTB) to determine the MTU of the path (and thus these MUST not be filtered, as per the recommendation in [RFC4890]).

An alternative to Path MTU Discovery defined in RFC 8201 can be found in [RFC4821], which defines a method for Packetization Layer Path MTU Discovery (PLPMTUD) designed for use over paths where delivery of ICMPv6 messages to a host is not assured.
5.7.2. Minimum MTU considerations

While an IPv6 link MTU can be set to 1280 bytes, it is recommended that for IPv6 UDP in particular, which includes DNS operation, the sender use a large MTU if they can, in order to avoid gratuitous fragmentation-caused packet drops.

5.8. ICMP for the Internet Protocol Version 6 (IPv6) - RFC 4443


5.9. Default Router Preferences and More-Specific Routes - RFC 4191

"Default Router Preferences and More-Specific Routes" [RFC4191] provides support for nodes attached to multiple (different) networks, each providing routers that advertise themselves as default routers via Router Advertisements. In some scenarios, one router may provide connectivity to destinations the other router does not, and choosing the "wrong" default router can result in reachability failures. In order to resolve this scenario IPv6 Nodes MUST implement [RFC4191] and SHOULD implement the Type C host role defined in RFC4191.

5.10. First-Hop Router Selection - RFC 8028

In multihomed scenarios, where a host has more than one prefix, each allocated by an upstream network that is assumed to implement BCP 38 ingress filtering, the host may have multiple routers to choose from. Hosts that may be deployed in such multihomed environments SHOULD follow the guidance given in [RFC8028].

5.11. Multicast Listener Discovery (MLD) for IPv6 - RFC 3810

Nodes that need to join multicast groups MUST support MLDv2 [RFC3810]. MLD is needed by any node that is expected to receive and process multicast traffic and in particular MLDv2 is required for support for source-specific multicast (SSM) as per [RFC4607].

Previous versions of this document only required MLDv1 ([RFC2710]) to be implemented on all nodes. Since participation of any MLDv1-only nodes on a link require that all other nodes on the link then operate in version 1 compatibility mode, the requirement to support MLDv2 on all nodes was upgraded to a MUST. Further, SSM is now the preferred multicast distribution method, rather than ASM.
Note that Neighbor Discovery (as used on most link types -- see Section 5.4) depends on multicast and requires that nodes join Solicited Node multicast addresses.

5.12.  Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) - RFC 3168

An ECN-aware router sets a mark in the IP header in order to signal impending congestion, rather than dropping a packet. The receiver of the packet echoes the congestion indication to the sender, which can then reduce its transmission rate as if it detected a dropped packet.

Nodes SHOULD support [RFC3168] by implementing an interface for the upper layer to access and set the ECN bits in the IP header. The benefits of using ECN are documented in [RFC8087].

6.  Addressing and Address Configuration

6.1.  IP Version 6 Addressing Architecture - RFC 4291

The IPv6 Addressing Architecture [RFC4291] MUST be supported.

The current IPv6 Address Architecture is based on a 64-bit boundary for subnet prefixes. The reasoning behind this decision is documented in [RFC7421].

Implementations MUST also support the Multicast flag updates documented in [RFC7371]

6.2.  Host Address Availability Recommendations

Hosts may be configured with addresses through a variety of methods, including SLAAC, DHCPv6, or manual configuration.

[RFC7934] recommends that networks provide general-purpose end hosts with multiple global IPv6 addresses when they attach, and it describes the benefits of and the options for doing so. Routers SHOULD support [RFC7934] for assigning multiple address to a host. Host SHOULD support assigning multiple addresses as described in [RFC7934].

Nodes SHOULD support the capability to be assigned a prefix per host as documented in [RFC8273]. Such an approach can offer improved host isolation and enhanced subscriber management on shared network segments.
6.3. IPv6 Stateless Address Autoconfiguration – RFC 4862

Hosts MUST support IPv6 Stateless Address Autoconfiguration. It is RECOMMENDED, as described in [RFC8064], that unless there is a specific requirement for MAC addresses to be embedded in an IID, nodes follow the procedure in [RFC7217] to generate SLAAC-based addresses, rather than using [RFC4862]. Addresses generated through RFC7217 will be the same whenever a given device (re)appears on the same subnet (with a specific IPv6 prefix), but the IID will vary on each subnet visited.

Nodes that are routers MUST be able to generate link-local addresses as described in [RFC4862].

From RFC 4862:

The autoconfiguration process specified in this document applies only to hosts and not routers. Since host autoconfiguration uses information advertised by routers, routers will need to be configured by some other means. However, it is expected that routers will generate link-local addresses using the mechanism described in this document. In addition, routers are expected to successfully pass the Duplicate Address Detection procedure described in this document on all addresses prior to assigning them to an interface.

All nodes MUST implement Duplicate Address Detection. Quoting from Section 5.4 of RFC 4862:

Duplicate Address Detection MUST be performed on all unicast addresses prior to assigning them to an interface, regardless of whether they are obtained through stateless autoconfiguration, DHCPv6, or manual configuration, with the following [exceptions noted therein].

"Optimistic Duplicate Address Detection (DAD) for IPv6" [RFC4429] specifies a mechanism to reduce delays associated with generating addresses via Stateless Address Autoconfiguration [RFC4862]. RFC 4429 was developed in conjunction with Mobile IPv6 in order to reduce the time needed to acquire and configure addresses as devices quickly move from one network to another, and it is desirable to minimize transition delays. For general purpose devices, RFC 4429 remains optional at this time.

[RFC7527] discusses enhanced DAD, and describes an algorithm to automate the detection of looped back IPv6 ND messages used by DAD. Nodes SHOULD implement this behaviour where such detection is beneficial.
6.4. Privacy Extensions for Address Configuration in IPv6 - RFC 4941

A node using Stateless Address Autoconfiguration [RFC4862] to form a globally unique IPv6 address using its MAC address to generate the IID will see that IID remain the same on any visited network, even though the network prefix part changes. Thus it is possible for 3rd party device to track the activities of the node they communicate with, as that node moves around the network. Privacy Extensions for Stateless Address Autoconfiguration [RFC4941] address this concern by allowing nodes to configure an additional temporary address where the IID is effectively randomly generated. Privacy addresses are then used as source addresses for new communications initiated by the node.

General issues regarding privacy issues for IPv6 addressing are discussed in [RFC7721].

RFC 4941 SHOULD be supported. In some scenarios, such as dedicated servers in a data center, it provides limited or no benefit, or may complicate network management. Thus devices implementing this specification MUST provide a way for the end user to explicitly enable or disable the use of such temporary addresses.

Note that RFC4941 can be used independently of traditional SLAAC, or of RFC7217-based SLAAC.

Implementers of RFC 4941 should be aware that certain addresses are reserved and should not be chosen for use as temporary addresses. Consult "Reserved IPv6 Interface Identifiers" [RFC5453] for more details.

6.5. Stateful Address Autoconfiguration (DHCPv6) - RFC 3315

DHCPv6 [RFC3315] can be used to obtain and configure addresses. In general, a network may provide for the configuration of addresses through SLAAC, DHCPv6, or both. There will be a wide range of IPv6 deployment models and differences in address assignment requirements, some of which may require DHCPv6 for stateful address assignment. Consequently, all hosts SHOULD implement address configuration via DHCPv6.

In the absence of observed Router Advertisement messages, IPv6 nodes MAY initiate DHCP to obtain IPv6 addresses and other configuration information, as described in Section 5.5.2 of [RFC4862].

Where devices are likely to be carried by users and attached to multiple visited networks, DHCPv6 client anonymity profiles SHOULD be supported as described in [RFC7844] to minimise the disclosure of...
identifying information. Section 5 of RFC7844 describes operational considerations on the use of such anonymity profiles.

6.6. Default Address Selection for IPv6 - RFC 6724

IPv6 nodes will invariably have multiple addresses configured simultaneously, and thus will need to choose which addresses to use for which communications. The rules specified in the Default Address Selection for IPv6 [RFC6724] document MUST be implemented. [RFC8028] updates rule 5.5 from [RFC6724]; implementations SHOULD implement this rule.

7. DNS

DNS is described in [RFC1034], [RFC1035], [RFC3363], and [RFC3596]. Not all nodes will need to resolve names; those that will never need to resolve DNS names do not need to implement resolver functionality. However, the ability to resolve names is a basic infrastructure capability on which applications rely, and most nodes will need to provide support. All nodes SHOULD implement stub-resolver [RFC1034] functionality, as in [RFC1034], Section 5.3.1, with support for:

- AAAA type Resource Records [RFC3596];
- reverse addressing in ip6.arpa using PTR records [RFC3596];
- Extension Mechanisms for DNS (EDNS0) [RFC6891] to allow for DNS packet sizes larger than 512 octets.

Those nodes are RECOMMENDED to support DNS security extensions [RFC4033] [RFC4034] [RFC4035].

A6 Resource Records, which were only ever defined with Experimental status in [RFC3363], are now classified as Historic, as per [RFC6563].

8. Configuring Non-Address Information

8.1. DHCP for Other Configuration Information

DHCP [RFC3315] Specifies a mechanism for IPv6 nodes to obtain address configuration information (see Section 6.5) and to obtain additional (non-address) configuration. If a host implementation supports applications or other protocols that require configuration that is only available via DHCP, hosts SHOULD implement DHCP. For specialized devices on which no such configuration need is present, DHCP may not be necessary.
An IPv6 node can use the subset of DHCP (described in [RFC3736]) to obtain other configuration information.

If an IPv6 node implements DHCP it MUST implement the DNS options [RFC3646] as most deployments will expect these options are available.

8.2. Router Advertisements and Default Gateway

There is no defined DHCPv6 Gateway option.

Nodes using the Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol for IPv6 (DHCPv6) are thus expected to determine their default router information and on-link prefix information from received Router Advertisements.

8.3. IPv6 Router Advertisement Options for DNS Configuration - RFC 8106

Router Advertisement Options have historically been limited to those that are critical to basic IPv6 functionality. Originally, DNS configuration was not included as an RA option, and DHCP was the recommended way to obtain DNS configuration information. Over time, the thinking surrounding such an option has evolved. It is now generally recognized that few nodes can function adequately without having access to a working DNS resolver, and thus a Standards Track document has been published to provide this capability [RFC8106].

Implementations MUST include support for the DNS RA option [RFC8106].

8.4. DHCP Options versus Router Advertisement Options for Host Configuration

In IPv6, there are two main protocol mechanisms for propagating configuration information to hosts: Router Advertisements (RAs) and DHCP. RA options have been restricted to those deemed essential for basic network functioning and for which all nodes are configured with exactly the same information. Examples include the Prefix Information Options, the MTU option, etc. On the other hand, DHCP has generally been preferred for configuration of more general parameters and for parameters that may be client-specific. Generally speaking, however, there has been a desire to define only one mechanism for configuring a given option, rather than defining multiple (different) ways of configuring the same information.

One issue with having multiple ways of configuring the same information is that interoperability suffers if a host chooses one mechanism but the network operator chooses a different mechanism. For "closed" environments, where the network operator has significant influence over what devices connect to the network and thus what
configuration mechanisms they support, the operator may be able to ensure that a particular mechanism is supported by all connected hosts. In more open environments, however, where arbitrary devices may connect (e.g., a WIFI hotspot), problems can arise. To maximize interoperability in such environments, hosts would need to implement multiple configuration mechanisms to ensure interoperability.

9. Service Discovery Protocols

[RFC6762] and [RFC6763] describe multicast DNS (mDNS) and DNS-Based Service Discovery (DNS-SD) respectively. These protocols, collectively commonly referred to as the 'Bonjour' protocols after their naming by Apple, provide the means for devices to discover services within a local link and, in the absence of a unicast DNS service, to exchange naming information.

Where devices are to be deployed in networks where service discovery would be beneficial, e.g., for users seeking to discover printers or display devices, mDNS and DNS-SD SHOULD be supported.

10. IPv4 Support and Transition

IPv6 nodes MAY support IPv4.

10.1. Transition Mechanisms

10.1.1. Basic Transition Mechanisms for IPv6 Hosts and Routers - RFC 4213

If an IPv6 node implements dual stack and tunneling, then [RFC4213] MUST be supported.

11. Application Support

11.1. Textual Representation of IPv6 Addresses - RFC 5952

Software that allows users and operators to input IPv6 addresses in text form SHOULD support "A Recommendation for IPv6 Address Text Representation" [RFC5952].

11.2. Application Programming Interfaces (APIs)

There are a number of IPv6-related APIs. This document does not mandate the use of any, because the choice of API does not directly relate to on-the-wire behavior of protocols. Implementers, however, would be advised to consider providing a common API or reviewing existing APIs for the type of functionality they provide to applications.
"Basic Socket Interface Extensions for IPv6" [RFC3493] provides IPv6 functionality used by typical applications. Implementers should note that RFC3493 has been picked up and further standardized by the Portable Operating System Interface (POSIX) [POSIX].

"Advanced Sockets Application Program Interface (API) for IPv6" [RFC3542] provides access to advanced IPv6 features needed by diagnostic and other more specialized applications.

"IPv6 Socket API for Source Address Selection" [RFC5014] provides facilities that allow an application to override the default Source Address Selection rules of [RFC6724].

"Socket Interface Extensions for Multicast Source Filters" [RFC3678] provides support for expressing source filters on multicast group memberships.


12. Mobility

Mobile IPv6 [RFC6275] and associated specifications [RFC3776] [RFC4877] allow a node to change its point of attachment within the Internet, while maintaining (and using) a permanent address. All communication using the permanent address continues to proceed as expected even as the node moves around. The definition of Mobile IP includes requirements for the following types of nodes:

- mobile nodes
- correspondent nodes with support for route optimization
- home agents
- all IPv6 routers

At the present time, Mobile IP has seen only limited implementation and no significant deployment, partly because it originally assumed an IPv6-only environment rather than a mixed IPv4/IPv6 Internet. Recently, additional work has been done to support mobility in mixed-mode IPv4 and IPv6 networks [RFC5555].

More usage and deployment experience is needed with mobility before any specific approach can be recommended for broad implementation in all hosts and routers. Consequently, [RFC6275], [RFC5555], and
associated standards such as [RFC4877] are considered a MAY at this time.

IPv6 for 3GPP [RFC7066] lists a snapshot of required IPv6 Functionalities at the time the document was published that would need to be implemented, going above and beyond the recommendations in this document. Additionally a 3GPP IPv6 Host MAY implement [RFC7278] for delivering IPv6 prefixes on the LAN link.

13. Security

This section describes the specification for security for IPv6 nodes.

Achieving security in practice is a complex undertaking. Operational procedures, protocols, key distribution mechanisms, certificate management approaches, etc., are all components that impact the level of security actually achieved in practice. More importantly, deficiencies or a poor fit in any one individual component can significantly reduce the overall effectiveness of a particular security approach.

IPsec either can provide end-to-end security between nodes or or can provide channel security (for example, via a site-to-site IPsec VPN), making it possible to provide secure communication for all (or a subset of) communication flows at the IP layer between pairs of internet nodes. IPsec has two standard operating modes, Tunnel-mode and Transport-mode. In Tunnel-mode, IPsec provides network-layer security and protects an entire IP packet by encapsulating the original IP packet and then pre-pending a new IP header. In Transport-mode, IPsec provides security for the transport-layer (and above) by encapsulating only the transport-layer (and above) portion of the IP packet (i.e., without adding a 2nd IP header).

Although IPsec can be used with manual keying in some cases, such usage has limited applicability and is not recommended.

A range of security technologies and approaches proliferate today (e.g., IPsec, Transport Layer Security (TLS), Secure SHell (SSH), TLS VPNs, etc.) No one approach has emerged as an ideal technology for all needs and environments. Moreover, IPsec is not viewed as the ideal security technology in all cases and is unlikely to displace the others.

Previously, IPv6 mandated implementation of IPsec and recommended the key management approach of IKE. This document updates that recommendation by making support of the IPsec Architecture [RFC4301] a SHOULD for all IPv6 nodes. Note that the IPsec Architecture requires (e.g., Section 4.5 of RFC 4301) the implementation of both
manual and automatic key management. Currently, the recommended automated key management protocol to implement is IKEv2 [RFC7296].

This document recognizes that there exists a range of device types and environments where approaches to security other than IPsec can be justified. For example, special-purpose devices may support only a very limited number or type of applications, and an application-specific security approach may be sufficient for limited management or configuration capabilities. Alternatively, some devices may run on extremely constrained hardware (e.g., sensors) where the full IPsec Architecture is not justified.

Because most common platforms now support IPv6 and have it enabled by default, IPv6 security is an issue for networks that are ostensibly IPv4-only; see [RFC7123] for guidance on this area.

13.1. Requirements

"Security Architecture for the Internet Protocol" [RFC4301] SHOULD be supported by all IPv6 nodes. Note that the IPsec Architecture requires (e.g., Section 4.5 of [RFC4301]) the implementation of both manual and automatic key management. Currently, the default automated key management protocol to implement is IKEv2. As required in [RFC4301], IPv6 nodes implementing the IPsec Architecture MUST implement ESP [RFC4303] and MAY implement AH [RFC4302].

13.2. Transforms and Algorithms

The current set of mandatory-to-implement algorithms for the IPsec Architecture are defined in "Cryptographic Algorithm Implementation Requirements For ESP and AH" [RFC8221]. IPv6 nodes implementing the IPsec Architecture MUST conform to the requirements in [RFC8221]. Preferred cryptographic algorithms often change more frequently than security protocols. Therefore, implementations MUST allow for migration to new algorithms, as RFC 8221 is replaced or updated in the future.

The current set of mandatory-to-implement algorithms for IKEv2 are defined in "Cryptographic Algorithms for Use in the Internet Key Exchange Version 2 (IKEv2)" [RFC8247]. IPv6 nodes implementing IKEv2 MUST conform to the requirements in [RFC8247] and/or any future updates or replacements to [RFC8247].

14. Router-Specific Functionality

This section defines general host considerations for IPv6 nodes that act as routers. Currently, this section does not discuss detailed
routing-specific requirements. For the case of typical home routers, [RFC7084] defines basic requirements for customer edge routers.

14.1. IPv6 Router Alert Option - RFC 2711

The IPv6 Router Alert Option [RFC2711] is an optional IPv6 Hop-by-Hop Header that is used in conjunction with some protocols (e.g., RSVP [RFC2205] or Multicast Listener Discovery (MLDv2) [RFC3810]). The Router Alert option will need to be implemented whenever such protocols that mandate its use are implemented. See Section 5.11.

14.2. Neighbor Discovery for IPv6 - RFC 4861

Sending Router Advertisements and processing Router Solicitations MUST be supported.

Section 7 of [RFC6275] includes some mobility-specific extensions to Neighbor Discovery. Routers SHOULD implement Sections 7.3 and 7.5, even if they do not implement Home Agent functionality.

14.3. Stateful Address Autoconfiguration (DHCPv6) - RFC 3315

A single DHCP server ([RFC3315] or [RFC4862]) can provide configuration information to devices directly attached to a shared link, as well as to devices located elsewhere within a site. Communication between a client and a DHCP server located on different links requires the use of DHCP relay agents on routers.

In simple deployments, consisting of a single router and either a single LAN or multiple LANs attached to the single router, together with a WAN connection, a DHCP server embedded within the router is one common deployment scenario (e.g., [RFC7084]). There is no need for relay agents in such scenarios.

In more complex deployment scenarios, such as within enterprise or service provider networks, the use of DHCP requires some level of configuration, in order to configure relay agents, DHCP servers, etc. In such environments, the DHCP server might even be run on a traditional server, rather than as part of a router.

Because of the wide range of deployment scenarios, support for DHCP server functionality on routers is optional. However, routers targeted for deployment within more complex scenarios (as described above) SHOULD support relay agent functionality. Note that "Basic Requirements for IPv6 Customer Edge Routers" [RFC7084] requires implementation of a DHCPv6 server function in IPv6 Customer Edge (CE) routers.
14.4. IPv6 Prefix Length Recommendation for Forwarding - BCP 198

Forwarding nodes MUST conform to BCP 198 [RFC7608] and thus IPv6 implementations of nodes that may forward packets MUST conform to the rules specified in Section 5.1 of [RFC4632].

15. Constrained Devices

The target for this document is general IPv6 nodes. In this Section, we briefly discuss considerations for constrained devices.

In the case of constrained nodes, with limited CPU, memory, bandwidth or power, support for certain IPv6 functionality may need to be considered due to those limitations. While the requirements of this document are RECOMMENDED for all nodes, including constrained nodes, compromises may need to be made in certain cases. Where such compromises are made, the interoperability of devices should be strongly considered, particularly where this may impact other nodes on the same link, e.g., only supporting MLDv1 will affect other nodes.

The IETF 6LowPAN (IPv6 over Low Power LWPAN) WG defined six RFCs, including a general overview and problem statement ([RFC4919], the means by which IPv6 packets are transmitted over IEEE 802.15.4 networks [RFC4944] and ND optimisations for that medium [RFC6775].

IPv6 nodes that are battery-powered SHOULD implement the recommendations in [RFC7772].

16. IPv6 Node Management

Network management MAY be supported by IPv6 nodes. However, for IPv6 nodes that are embedded devices, network management may be the only possible way of controlling these nodes.

Existing network management protocols include SNMP [RFC3411], NETCONF [RFC6241] and RESTCONF [RFC8040].

16.1. Management Information Base (MIB) Modules

[RFC8096] clarifies the obsoleted status of various IPv6-specific MIB modules.

The following two MIB modules SHOULD be supported by nodes that support a Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) agent.
16.1.1. IP Forwarding Table MIB

The IP Forwarding Table MIB [RFC4292] SHOULD be supported by nodes that support an SNMP agent.

16.1.2. Management Information Base for the Internet Protocol (IP)

The IP MIB [RFC4293] SHOULD be supported by nodes that support an SNMP agent.

16.1.3. Interface MIB

The Interface MIB [RFC2863] SHOULD be supported by nodes that support an SNMP agent.

16.2. YANG Data Models

The following YANG data models SHOULD be supported by nodes that support a NETCONF or RESTCONF agent.

16.2.1. IP Management YANG Model

The IP Management YANG Model [I-D.ietf-netmod-rfc7277bis] SHOULD be supported by nodes that support NETCONF or RESTCONF.

16.2.2. Interface Management YANG Model

The Interface Management YANG Model [I-D.ietf-netmod-rfc7223bis] SHOULD be supported by nodes that support NETCONF or RESTCONF.

17. Security Considerations

This document does not directly affect the security of the Internet, beyond the security considerations associated with the individual protocols.

Security is also discussed in Section 13 above.

18. IANA Considerations

This document does not require any IANA actions.
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1. Introduction

Recent studies (see e.g. [RFC7872]) suggest that there is widespread dropping of IPv6 packets that contain IPv6 Extension Headers (EHs). In some cases, such packet drops occur at transit routers. While some operators "officially" drop packets that contain IPv6 EHs, it is possible that some of the measured packet drops be the result of improper configuration defaults, or inappropriate advice in this area.
This document analyzes both the general security implications of IPv6 EHs and the specific security implications of each EH and Option type, and provides advice on the filtering of IPv6 packets based on the IPv6 EHs and the IPv6 options they contain. Since various protocols may use IPv6 EHs (possibly with IPv6 options), discarding packets based on the IPv6 EHs or IPv6 options they contain may have implications on the proper functioning of such protocols. Thus, this document also attempts to discuss the operational and interoperability implications of such filtering policies.

The filtering policy typically depends on where in the network such policy is enforced: when the policy is enforced in a transit network, the policy typically follows a "black-list" approach, where only packets with clear negative implications are dropped. On the other hand, when the policy is enforced closer to the destination systems, the policy typically follows a "white-list" approach, where only traffic that is expected to be received is allowed. The advice in this document is aimed only at transit routers that may need to enforce a filtering policy based on the EHs and IPv6 options a packet may contain, following a "black-list" approach, and hence is likely to be much more permissive that a filtering policy to be employed e.g. at the edge of an enterprise network. The advice in this document is meant to improve the current situation of the dropping of packets with IPv6 EHs in the Internet [RFC7872].

This document is similar in nature to [RFC7126], which addresses the same problem for the IPv4 case. However, in IPv6, the problem space is compounded by the fact that IPv6 specifies a number of IPv6 EHs, and a number of IPv6 options which may be valid only when included in specific EH types.

This document completes and complements the considerations for protecting the control plane from packets containing IP options that can be found in [RFC6192].

Section 2 of this document specifies the terminology and conventions employed throughout this document. Section 3 of this document discusses IPv6 EHs and provides advice in the area of filtering IPv6 packets that contain such IPv6 EHs. Section 4 of this document discusses IPv6 options and provides advice in the area of filtering IPv6 packets that contain such options.

2. Terminology and Conventions Used in This Document
2.1. Terminology

The terms "fast path", "slow path", and associated relative terms ("faster path" and "slower path") are loosely defined as in Section 2 of [RFC6398].

The terms "permit" (allow the traffic), "drop" (drop with no notification to sender), and "reject" (drop with appropriate notification to sender) are employed as defined in [RFC3871]. Throughout this document we also employ the term "discard" as a generic term to indicate the act of discarding a packet, irrespective of whether the sender is notified of such drops, and irrespective of whether the specific filtering action is logged.

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].

2.2. Applicability Statement

This document provides advice on the filtering of IPv6 packets with EHs at transit routers for traffic *not* explicitly destined to such transit routers, for those cases in which such filtering is deemed as necessary.

2.3. Conventions

This document assumes that nodes comply with the requirements in [RFC7045]. Namely (from [RFC7045]),

- If a forwarding node discards a packet containing a standard IPv6 EH, it MUST be the result of a configurable policy and not just the result of a failure to recognise such a header.

- The discard policy for each standard type of EH MUST be individually configurable.

- The default configuration SHOULD allow all standard IPv6 EHs.

The advice provided in this document is only meant to guide an operator in configuring forwarding devices, and is *not* to be interpreted as advice regarding default configuration settings for network devices. That is, this document provides advice with respect to operational configurations, but does not change the implementation defaults required by [RFC7045].
We recommend that configuration options are made available to govern the processing of each IPv6 EH type and each IPv6 option type. Such configuration options may include the following possible settings:

- Permit this IPv6 EH or IPv6 Option type
- Discard (and log) packets containing this IPv6 EH or option type
- Reject (and log) packets containing this IPv6 EH or option type (where the packet drop is signaled with an ICMPv6 error message)
- Rate-limit traffic containing this IPv6 EH or option type
- Ignore this IPv6 EH or option type (as if it was not present) and forward the packet. We note that if a packet carries forwarding information (e.g., in an IPv6 Routing Header) this might be an inappropriate or undesirable action.

We note that special care needs to be taken when devices log packet drops/rejects. Devices should count the number of packets dropped/rejected, but the logging of drop/reject events should be limited so as to not overburden device resources.

Finally, we note that when discarding packets, it is generally desirable that the sender be signaled of the packet drop, since this is of use for trouble-shooting purposes. However, throughout this document (when recommending that packets be discarded) we generically refer to the action as "discard" without specifying whether the sender is signaled of the packet drop.

3. IPv6 Extension Headers

3.1. General Discussion

IPv6 [RFC8200] EHs allow for the extension of the IPv6 protocol. Since both IPv6 EHs and upper-layer protocols share the same namespace ("Next Header" registry/namespace), [RFC7045] identifies which of the currently assigned Internet Protocol numbers identify IPv6 EHs vs. upper-layer protocols. This document discusses the filtering of packets based on the IPv6 EHs (as specified by [RFC7045]) they contain.

NOTE: [RFC7112] specifies that non-fragmented IPv6 datagrams and IPv6 First-Fragments must contain the entire IPv6 header chain [RFC7112]. Therefore, intermediate systems can enforce the filtering policies discussed in this document, or resort to simply discarding the offending packets when they fail to comply with the requirements in [RFC7112]. We note that, in order to implement
filtering rules on the fast path, it may be necessary for the filtering device to limit the depth into the packet that can be inspected before giving up. In circumstances where there is such a limitation, it is recommended that implementations discard packets if, when trying to determine whether to discard or permit a packet, the aforementioned limit is encountered.

3.2. General Security Implications

In some specific device architectures, IPv6 packets that contain IPv6 EHs may cause the corresponding packets to be processed on the slow path, and hence may be leveraged for the purpose of Denial of Service (DoS) attacks [I-D.gont-v6ops-ipv6-ehs-packet-drops] [Cisco-EH] [FW-Benchmark].

Operators are urged to consider IPv6 EH filtering and IPv6 options handling capabilities of different devices as they make deployment decisions in future.

3.3. Summary of Advice on the Handling of IPv6 Packets with Specific IPv6 Extension Headers

This section summarizes the advice provided in Section 3.4, providing references to the specific sections in which a detailed analysis can be found.
### 3.4. Advice on the Handling of IPv6 Packets with Specific IPv6 Extension Headers

#### 3.4.1. IPv6 Hop-by-Hop Options (Protocol Number=0)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EH type</th>
<th>Filtering policy</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IPv6 Hop-by-Hop Options (Proto=0)</td>
<td>Drop or Ignore</td>
<td>Section 3.4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routing Header for IPv6 (Proto=43)</td>
<td>Drop only RTH0 and RTH1. Permit other RH Types</td>
<td>Section 3.4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fragment Header for IPv6 (Proto=44)</td>
<td>Permit</td>
<td>Section 3.4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encapsulating Security Payload (Proto=50)</td>
<td>Permit</td>
<td>Section 3.4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authentication Header (Proto=51)</td>
<td>Permit</td>
<td>Section 3.4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destination Options for IPv6 (Proto=60)</td>
<td>Permit</td>
<td>Section 3.4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility Header (Proto=135)</td>
<td>Permit</td>
<td>Section 3.4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host Identity Protocol (Proto=139)</td>
<td>Permit</td>
<td>Section 3.4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shim6 Protocol (Proto=140)</td>
<td>Permit</td>
<td>Section 3.4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use for experimentation and testing (Proto=253 and 254)</td>
<td>Drop</td>
<td>Section 3.4.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Summary of Advice on the Handling of IPv6 Packets with Specific IPv6 Extension Headers
3.4.1.1. Uses

The Hop-by-Hop Options header is used to carry optional information that may be examined by every node along a packet’s delivery path. It is expected that nodes will examine the Hop-by-Hop Options header if explicitly configured to do so.

NOTE: [RFC2460] required that all nodes examined and processed the Hop-by-Hop Options header. However, even before the publication of [RFC8200] a number of implementations already provided the option of ignoring this header unless explicitly configured to examine it.

3.4.1.2. Specification

This EH is specified in [RFC8200]. At the time of this writing, the following options have been specified for the Hop-by-Hop Options EH:

- Type 0x00: Pad1 [RFC8200]
- Type 0x01: PadN [RFC8200]
- Type 0x05: Router Alert [RFC2711]
- Type 0x07: CALIPSO [RFC5570]
- Type 0x08: SMF_DPD [RFC6621]
- Type 0x23: RPL Option [I-D.ietf-roll-useofrplinfo]
- Type 0x26: Quick-Start [RFC4782]
- Type 0x4D: (Deprecated)
- Type 0x63: RPL Option [RFC6553]
- Type 0x6D: MPL Option [RFC7731]
- Type 0x8A: Endpoint Identification (Deprecated) [draft-ietf-nimrod-eid]
- Type 0xC2: Jumbo Payload [RFC2675]
- Type 0xEE: IPv6 DFF Header [RFC6971]
- Type 0x1E: RFC3692-style Experiment [RFC4727]
- Type 0x3E: RFC3692-style Experiment [RFC4727]
o Type 0x5E: RFC3692-style Experiment [RFC4727]

o Type 0x7E: RFC3692-style Experiment [RFC4727]

o Type 0x9E: RFC3692-style Experiment [RFC4727]

o Type 0xBE: RFC3692-style Experiment [RFC4727]

o Type 0xDE: RFC3692-style Experiment [RFC4727]

o Type 0xFE: RFC3692-style Experiment [RFC4727]

3.4.1.3. Specific Security Implications

Legacy nodes that may process this extension header could be subject to Denial of Service attacks.

NOTE: While [RFC8200] has removed this requirement, the deployed base may still reflect the traditional behavior for a while, and hence the potential security problems of this EH are still of concern.

3.4.1.4. Operational and Interoperability Impact if Blocked

Discarding packets containing a Hop-by-Hop Options EH would break any of the protocols that rely on it for proper functioning. For example, it would break RSVP [RFC2205] and multicast deployments, and would cause IPv6 jumbograms to be discarded.

3.4.1.5. Advice

Nodes implementing [RFC8200] would already ignore this extension header unless explicitly required to process it. For legacy ([RFC2460] nodes, the recommended configuration for the processing of these packets depends on the features and capabilities of the underlying platform. On platforms that allow forwarding of packets with HBH Options on the fast path, we recommend that packets with a HBH Options EH be forwarded as normal. Otherwise, on platforms in which processing of packets with a IPv6 HBH Options EH is carried out in the slow path, and an option is provided to rate-limit these packets, we recommend that this option be selected. Finally, when packets containing a HBH Options EH are processed in the slow-path, and the underlying platform does not have any mitigation options available for attacks based on these packets, we recommend that such platforms discard packets containing IPv6 HBH Options EHs.

Finally, we note that, for obvious reasons, RPL (Routing Protocol for Low-Power and Lossy Networks) [RFC6550] routers must not discard packets based on the presence of an IPv6 Hop-by-Hop Options EH.
3.4.2. Routing Header for IPv6 (Protocol Number=43)

3.4.2.1. Uses

The Routing header is used by an IPv6 source to list one or more intermediate nodes to be "visited" on the way to a packet’s destination.

3.4.2.2. Specification

This EH is specified in [RFC8200]. [RFC2460] had originally specified the Routing Header Type 0, which was later obsoleted by [RFC5095], and thus removed from [RFC8200].

At the time of this writing, the following Routing Types have been specified:

- Type 0: Source Route (DEPRECATED) [RFC2460] [RFC5095]
- Type 1: Nimrod (DEPRECATED)
- Type 2: Type 2 Routing Header [RFC6275]
- Type 3: RPL Source Route Header [RFC6554]
- Types 4-252: Unassigned
- Type 253: RFC3692-style Experiment 1 [RFC4727]
- Type 254: RFC3692-style Experiment 2 [RFC4727]
- Type 255: Reserved

3.4.2.3. Specific Security Implications

The security implications of RHT0 have been discussed in detail in [Biondi2007] and [RFC5095].

3.4.2.4. Operational and Interoperability Impact if Blocked

Blocking packets containing a RHT0 or RTH1 has no operational implications, since both have been deprecated. However, blocking packets employing other routing header types will break the protocols that rely on them.
3.4.2.5. Advice

Intermediate systems should discard packets containing a RHT0 or RHT1. Other routing header types should be permitted, as required by [RFC7045].

3.4.3. Fragment Header for IPv6 (Protocol Number=44)

3.4.3.1. Uses

This EH provides the fragmentation functionality for IPv6.

3.4.3.2. Specification

This EH is specified in [RFC8200].

3.4.3.3. Specific Security Implications

The security implications of the Fragment Header range from Denial of Service attacks (e.g. based on flooding a target with IPv6 fragments) to information leakage attacks [RFC7739].

3.4.3.4. Operational and Interoperability Impact if Blocked

Blocking packets that contain a Fragment Header will break any protocol that may rely on fragmentation (e.g., the DNS [RFC1034]).

3.4.3.5. Advice

Intermediate systems should permit packets that contain a Fragment Header.

3.4.4. Encapsulating Security Payload (Protocol Number=50)

3.4.4.1. Uses

This EH is employed for the IPsec suite [RFC4303].

3.4.4.2. Specification

This EH is specified in [RFC4303].

3.4.4.3. Specific Security Implications

Besides the general implications of IPv6 EHs, this EH could be employed to potentially perform a DoS attack at the destination system by wasting CPU resources in validating the contents of the packet.
3.4.4.4. Operational and Interoperability Impact if Blocked

Discarding packets that employ this EH would break IPsec deployments.

3.4.4.5. Advice

Intermediate systems should permit packets containing the Encapsulating Security Payload EH.

3.4.5. Authentication Header (Protocol Number=51)

3.4.5.1. Uses

The Authentication Header can be employed for provide authentication services in IPv4 and IPv6.

3.4.5.2. Specification

This EH is specified in [RFC4302].

3.4.5.3. Specific Security Implications

Besides the general implications of IPv6 EHs, this EH could be employed to potentially perform a DoS attack at the destination system by wasting CPU resources in validating the contents of the packet.

3.4.5.4. Operational and Interoperability Impact if Blocked

Discarding packets that employ this EH would break IPsec deployments.

3.4.5.5. Advice

Intermediate systems should permit packets containing an Authentication Header.

3.4.6. Destination Options for IPv6 (Protocol Number=60)

3.4.6.1. Uses

The Destination Options header is used to carry optional information that needs be examined only by a packet’s destination node(s).

3.4.6.2. Specification

This EH is specified in [RFC8200]. At the time of this writing, the following options have been specified for this EH:
3.4.6.3. Specific Security Implications

No security implications are known, other than the general implications of IPv6 EHs. For a discussion of possible security implications of specific options specified for the DO header, please see the Section 4.3.

3.4.6.4. Operational and Interoperability Impact if Blocked

Discarding packets that contain a Destination Options header would break protocols that rely on this EH type for conveying information, including protocols such as ILNP [RFC6740] and Mobile IPv6 [RFC6275], and IPv6 tunnels that employ the Tunnel Encapsulation Limit option.
3.4.6.5. Advice

Intermediate systems should permit packets that contain a Destination Options Header.

3.4.7. Mobility Header (Protocol Number=135)

3.4.7.1. Uses

The Mobility Header is an EH used by mobile nodes, correspondent nodes, and home agents in all messaging related to the creation and management of bindings in Mobile IPv6.

3.4.7.2. Specification

This EH is specified in [RFC6275].

3.4.7.3. Specific Security Implications

A thorough security assessment of the security implications of the Mobility Header and related mechanisms can be found in Section 15 of [RFC6275].

3.4.7.4. Operational and Interoperability Impact if Blocked

Discarding packets containing this EH would break Mobile IPv6.

3.4.7.5. Advice

Intermediate systems should permit packets containing this EH.

3.4.8. Host Identity Protocol (Protocol Number=139)

3.4.8.1. Uses

This EH is employed with the Host Identity Protocol (HIP), an experimental protocol that allows consenting hosts to securely establish and maintain shared IP-layer state, allowing separation of the identifier and locator roles of IP addresses, thereby enabling continuity of communications across IP address changes.

3.4.8.2. Specification

This EH is specified in [RFC5201].
3.4.8.3. Specific Security Implications

The security implications of the HIP header are discussed in detail in Section 8 of [RFC6275].

3.4.8.4. Operational and Interoperability Impact if Blocked

Discarding packets that contain the Host Identity Protocol would break HIP deployments.

3.4.8.5. Advice

Intermediate systems should permit packets that contain a Host Identity Protocol EH.

3.4.9. Shim6 Protocol (Protocol Number=140)

3.4.9.1. Uses

This EH is employed by the Shim6 [RFC5533] Protocol.

3.4.9.2. Specification

This EH is specified in [RFC5533].

3.4.9.3. Specific Security Implications

The specific security implications are discussed in detail in Section 16 of [RFC5533].

3.4.9.4. Operational and Interoperability Impact if Blocked

Discarding packets that contain this EH will break Shim6.

3.4.9.5. Advice

Intermediate systems should permit packets containing this EH.

3.4.10. Use for experimentation and testing (Protocol Numbers=253 and 254)

3.4.10.1. Uses

These IPv6 EHs are employed for performing RFC3692-Style experiments (see [RFC3692] for details).
3.4.10.2. Specification

These EHs are specified in [RFC3692] and [RFC4727].

3.4.10.3. Specific Security Implications

The security implications of these EHs will depend on their specific use.

3.4.10.4. Operational and Interoperability Impact if Blocked

For obvious reasons, discarding packets that contain these EHs limits the ability to perform legitimate experiments across IPv6 routers.

3.4.10.5. Advice

Intermediate systems should discard packets containing these EHs. Only in specific scenarios in which RFC3692-Style experiments are to be performed should these EHs be permitted.

3.5. Advice on the Handling of Packets with Unknown IPv6 Extension Headers

We refer to IPv6 EHs that have not been assigned an Internet Protocol Number by IANA (and marked as such) in [IANA-PROTOCOLS] as "unknown IPv6 extension headers" ("unknown IPv6 EHs").

3.5.1. Uses

New IPv6 EHs may be specified as part of future extensions to the IPv6 protocol.

Since IPv6 EHs and Upper-layer protocols employ the same namespace, it is impossible to tell whether an unknown "Internet Protocol Number" is being employed for an IPv6 EH or an Upper-Layer protocol.

3.5.2. Specification

The processing of unknown IPv6 EHs is specified in [RFC8200] and [RFC7045].

3.5.3. Specific Security Implications

For obvious reasons, it is impossible to determine specific security implications of unknown IPv6 EHs. However, from security standpoint, a device should discard IPv6 extension headers for which the security implications cannot be determined. We note that this policy is allowed by [RFC7045].
3.5.4. Operational and Interoperability Impact if Blocked

As noted in [RFC7045], discarding unknown IPv6 EHs may slow down the deployment of new IPv6 EHs and transport protocols. The corresponding IANA registry ([IANA-PROTOCOLS]) should be monitored such that filtering rules are updated as new IPv6 EHs are standardized.

We note that since IPv6 EHs and upper-layer protocols share the same numbering space, discarding unknown IPv6 EHs may result in packets encapsulating unknown upper-layer protocols being discarded.

3.5.5. Advice

Intermediate systems should discard packets containing unknown IPv6 EHs.

4. IPv6 Options

4.1. General Discussion

The following subsections describe specific security implications of different IPv6 options, and provide advice regarding filtering packets that contain such options.

4.2. General Security Implications of IPv6 Options

The general security implications of IPv6 options are closely related to those discussed in Section 3.2 for IPv6 EHs. Essentially, packets that contain IPv6 options might need to be processed by an IPv6 router’s general-purpose CPU, and hence could present a DDoS risk to that router’s general-purpose CPU (and thus to the router itself). For some architectures, a possible mitigation would be to rate-limit the packets that are to be processed by the general-purpose CPU (see e.g. [Cisco-EH]).

4.3. Advice on the Handling of Packets with Specific IPv6 Options

The following subsections contain a description of each of the IPv6 options that have so far been specified, a summary of the security implications of each of such options, a discussion of possible interoperability implications if packets containing such options are discarded, and specific advice regarding whether packets containing these options should be permitted.
4.3.1.  Pad1 (Type=0x00)

4.3.1.1.  Uses

This option is used when necessary to align subsequent options and to pad out the containing header to a multiple of 8 octets in length.

4.3.1.2.  Specification

This option is specified in [RFC8200].

4.3.1.3.  Specific Security Implications

None.

4.3.1.4.  Operational and Interoperability Impact if Blocked

Discarding packets that contain this option would potentially break any protocol that relies on IPv6 EHs.

4.3.1.5.  Advice

Intermediate systems should not discard packets based on the presence of this option.

4.3.2.  PadN (Type=0x01)

4.3.2.1.  Uses

This option is used when necessary to align subsequent options and to pad out the containing header to a multiple of 8 octets in length.

4.3.2.2.  Specification

This option is specified in [RFC8200].

4.3.2.3.  Specific Security Implications

Because of the possible size of this option, it could be leveraged as a large-bandwidth covert channel.

4.3.2.4.  Operational and Interoperability Impact if Blocked

Discarding packets that contain this option would potentially break any protocol that relies on IPv6 EHs.
4.3.2.5. Advice

Intermediate systems should not discard IPv6 packets based on the presence of this option.

4.3.3. Jumbo Payload (Type=0XC2)

4.3.3.1. Uses

The Jumbo payload option provides the means of specifying payloads larger than 65535 bytes.

4.3.3.2. Specification

This option is specified in [RFC2675].

4.3.3.3. Specific Security Implications

There are no specific issues arising from this option, except for improper validity checks of the option and associated packet lengths.

4.3.3.4. Operational and Interoperability Impact if Blocked

Discarding packets based on the presence of this option will cause IPv6 jumbograms to be discarded.

4.3.3.5. Advice

Intermediate systems should discard packets that contain this option. An operator should permit this option only in specific scenarios in which support for IPv6 jumbograms is desired.

4.3.4. RPL Option (Type=0x63)

4.3.4.1. Uses

The RPL Option provides a mechanism to include routing information with each datagram that an RPL router forwards.

4.3.4.2. Specification

This option was originally specified in [RFC6553]. It has been deprecated by [I-D.ietf-roll-useofrplinfo].
4.3.4.3. Specific Security Implications

Those described in [RFC6553].

4.3.4.4. Operational and Interoperability Impact if Blocked

This option is meant to be employed within an RPL instance. As a result, discarding packets based on the presence of this option (e.g. at an ISP) will not result in interoperability implications.

4.3.4.5. Advice

Non-RPL routers should discard packets that contain an RPL option.

4.3.5. RPL Option (Type=0x23)

4.3.5.1. Uses

The RPL Option provides a mechanism to include routing information with each datagram that an RPL router forwards.

4.3.5.2. Specification

This option is specified in [I-D.ietf-roll-useofrplinfo].

4.3.5.3. Specific Security Implications

Those described in [I-D.ietf-roll-useofrplinfo].

4.3.5.4. Operational and Interoperability Impact if Blocked

This option is meant to survive outside of an RPL instance. As a result, discarding packets based on the presence of this option would break some use cases for RPL (see [I-D.ietf-roll-useofrplinfo]).

4.3.5.5. Advice

Intermediate systems should not discard IPv6 packets based on the presence of this option.

4.3.6. Tunnel Encapsulation Limit (Type=0x04)

4.3.6.1. Uses

The Tunnel Encapsulation Limit option can be employed to specify how many further levels of nesting the packet is permitted to undergo.
4.3.6.2. Specification

This option is specified in [RFC2473].

4.3.6.3. Specific Security Implications

Those described in [RFC2473].

4.3.6.4. Operational and Interoperability Impact if Blocked

Discarding packets based on the presence of this option could result in tunnel traffic being discarded.

4.3.6.5. Advice

Intermediate systems should not discard packets based on the presence of this option.

4.3.7. Router Alert (Type=0x05)

4.3.7.1. Uses

The Router Alert option [RFC2711] is typically employed for the RSVP protocol [RFC2205] and the MLD protocol [RFC2710].

4.3.7.2. Specification

This option is specified in [RFC2711].

4.3.7.3. Specific Security Implications

Since this option causes the contents of the packet to be inspected by the handling device, this option could be leveraged for performing DoS attacks.

4.3.7.4. Operational and Interoperability Impact if Blocked

Discarding packets that contain this option would break RSVP and multicast deployments.

4.3.7.5. Advice

Intermediate systems should discard packets that contain this option. Only in specific environments where support for RSVP, multicast routing, or similar protocols is desired, should this option be permitted.
4.3.8. Quick-Start (Type=0x26)

4.3.8.1. Uses

This IP Option is used in the specification of Quick-Start for TCP and IP, which is an experimental mechanism that allows transport protocols, in cooperation with routers, to determine an allowed sending rate at the start and, at times, in the middle of a data transfer (e.g., after an idle period) [RFC4782].

4.3.8.2. Specification

This option is specified in [RFC4782], on the "Experimental" track.

4.3.8.3. Specific Security Implications

Section 9.6 of [RFC4782] notes that Quick-Start is vulnerable to two kinds of attacks:

- attacks to increase the routers’ processing and state load, and,

- attacks with bogus Quick-Start Requests to temporarily tie up available Quick-Start bandwidth, preventing routers from approving Quick-Start Requests from other connections.

We note that if routers in a given environment do not implement and enable the Quick-Start mechanism, only the general security implications of IP options (discussed in Section 4.2) would apply.

4.3.8.4. Operational and Interoperability Impact if Blocked

The Quick-Start functionality would be disabled, and additional delays in TCP’s connection establishment (for example) could be introduced. (Please see Section 4.7.2 of [RFC4782].) We note, however, that Quick-Start has been proposed as a mechanism that could be of use in controlled environments, and not as a mechanism that would be intended or appropriate for ubiquitous deployment in the global Internet [RFC4782].

4.3.8.5. Advice

Intermediate systems should not discard IPv6 packets based on the presence of this option.
4.3.9. CALIPSO (Type=0x07)

4.3.9.1. Uses

This option is used for encoding explicit packet Sensitivity Labels on IPv6 packets. It is intended for use only within Multi-Level Secure (MLS) networking environments that are both trusted and trustworthy.

4.3.9.2. Specification

This option is specified in [RFC5570].

4.3.9.3. Specific Security Implications

Presence of this option in a packet does not by itself create any specific new threat. Packets with this option ought not normally be seen on the global public Internet.

4.3.9.4. Operational and Interoperability Impact if Blocked

If packets with this option are discarded or if the option is stripped from the packet during transmission from source to destination, then the packet itself is likely to be discarded by the receiver because it is not properly labeled. In some cases, the receiver might receive the packet but associate an incorrect sensitivity label with the received data from the packet whose CALIPSO was stripped by an intermediate router or firewall. Associating an incorrect sensitivity label can cause the received information either to be handled as more sensitive than it really is ("upgrading") or as less sensitive than it really is ("downgrading"), either of which is problematic.

4.3.9.5. Advice

Intermediate systems that do not operate in Multi-Level Secure (MLS) networking environments should discard packets that contain this option.

4.3.10. SMF_DPD (Type=0x08)

4.3.10.1. Uses

This option is employed in the (experimental) Simplified Multicast Forwarding (SMF) for unique packet identification for IPv6 I-DPD, and as a mechanism to guarantee non-collision of hash values for different packets when H-DPD is used.
4.3.10.2. Specification

This option is specified in [RFC6621].

4.3.10.3. Specific Security Implications

None. The use of identifiers is subject to the security and privacy considerations discussed in [I-D.gont-predictable-numeric-ids].

4.3.10.4. Operational and Interoperability Impact if Blocked

Dropping packets containing this option within a MANET domain would break SMF. However, dropping such packets at the border of such domain would have no negative impact.

4.3.10.5. Advice

Intermediate system should discard packets that contain this option.

4.3.11. Home Address (Type=0xC9)

4.3.11.1. Uses

The Home Address option is used by a Mobile IPv6 node while away from home, to inform the recipient of the mobile node’s home address.

4.3.11.2. Specification

This option is specified in [RFC6275].

4.3.11.3. Specific Security Implications

No (known) additional security implications than those described in [RFC6275].

4.3.11.4. Operational and Interoperability Impact if Blocked

Discarding IPv6 packets based on the presence of this option will break Mobile IPv6.

4.3.11.5. Advice

Intermediate systems should not discard IPv6 packets based on the presence of this option.
4.3.12. Endpoint Identification (Type=0x8A)

4.3.12.1. Uses

The Endpoint Identification option was meant to be used with the Nimrod routing architecture [NIMROD-DOC], but has never seen widespread deployment.

4.3.12.2. Specification

This option is specified in [NIMROD-DOC].

4.3.12.3. Specific Security Implications

Undetermined.

4.3.12.4. Operational and Interoperability Impact if Blocked

None.

4.3.12.5. Advice

Intermediate systems should discard packets that contain this option.

4.3.13. ILNP Nonce (Type=0x8B)

4.3.13.1. Uses

This option is employed by Identifier-Locator Network Protocol for IPv6 (ILNPv6) for providing protection against off-path attacks for packets when ILNPv6 is in use, and as a signal during initial network-layer session creation that ILNPv6 is proposed for use with this network-layer session, rather than classic IPv6.

4.3.13.2. Specification

This option is specified in [RFC6744].

4.3.13.3. Specific Security Implications

Those described in [RFC6744].

4.3.13.4. Operational and Interoperability Impact if Blocked

Discarding packets that contain this option will break INLPv6 deployments.
4.3.13.5. Advice

Intermediate systems should not discard packets based on the presence of this option.

4.3.14. Line-Identification Option (Type=0x8C)

4.3.14.1. Uses

This option is used by an Edge Router to identify the subscriber premises in scenarios where several subscriber premises may be logically connected to the same interface of an Edge Router.

4.3.14.2. Specification

This option is specified in [RFC6788].

4.3.14.3. Specific Security Implications

Those described in [RFC6788].

4.3.14.4. Operational and Interoperability Impact if Blocked

Since this option is meant to be employed in Router Solicitation messages, discarding packets based on the presence of this option at intermediate systems will result in no interoperability implications.

4.3.14.5. Advice

Intermediate devices should discard packets that contain this option.

4.3.15. Deprecated (Type=0x4D)

4.3.15.1. Uses

No information has been found about this option type.

4.3.15.2. Specification

No information has been found about this option type.

4.3.15.3. Specific Security Implications

No information has been found about this option type, and hence it has been impossible to perform the corresponding security assessment.
4.3.15.4. Operational and Interoperability Impact if Blocked

Unknown.

4.3.15.5. Advice

Intermediate systems should discard packets that contain this option.

4.3.16. MPL Option (Type=0x6D)

4.3.16.1. Uses

This option is used with the Multicast Protocol for Low power and Lossy Networks (MPL), that provides IPv6 multicast forwarding in constrained networks.

4.3.16.2. Specification

This option is specified in [RFC7731], and is meant to be included only in Hop-by-Hop Option headers.

4.3.16.3. Specific Security Implications

Those described in [RFC7731].

4.3.16.4. Operational and Interoperability Impact if Blocked

Dropping packets that contain an MPL option within an MPL network would break the Multicast Protocol for Low power and Lossy Networks (MPL). However, dropping such packets at the border of such networks will have no negative impact.

4.3.16.5. Advice

Intermediate systems should not discard packets based on the presence of this option. However, since this option has been specified for the Hop-by-Hop Options, such systems should consider the discussion in Section 3.4.1.

4.3.17. IP_DFF (Type=0xEE)

4.3.17.1. Uses

This option is employed with the (Experimental) Depth-First Forwarding (DFF) in Unreliable Networks.
4.3.17.2. Specification

This option is specified in [RFC6971].

4.3.17.3. Specific Security Implications

Those specified in [RFC6971].

4.3.17.4. Operational and Interoperability Impact if Blocked

Dropping packets containing this option within a routing domain that is running DFF would break DFF. However, dropping such packets at the border of such domains will have no security implications.

4.3.17.5. Advice

Intermediate systems that do not operate within a routing domain that is running DFF should discard packets containing this option.

4.3.18. RFC3692-style Experiment (Types = 0x1E, 0x3E, 0x5E, 0x7E, 0x9E, 0xBE, 0xDE, 0xFE)

4.3.18.1. Uses

These options can be employed for performing RFC3692-style experiments. It is only appropriate to use these values in explicitly configured experiments; they must not be shipped as defaults in implementations.

4.3.18.2. Specification

Specified in RFC 4727 [RFC4727] in the context of RFC3692-style experiments.

4.3.18.3. Specific Security Implications

The specific security implications will depend on the specific use of these options.

4.3.18.4. Operational and Interoperability Impact if Blocked

For obvious reasons, discarding packets that contain these options limits the ability to perform legitimate experiments across IPv6 routers.
4.3.18.5. Advice

Intermediate systems should discard packets that contain these options. Only in specific environments where RFC3692-style experiments are meant to be performed should these options be permitted.

4.4. Advice on the handling of Packets with Unknown IPv6 Options

We refer to IPv6 options that have not been assigned an IPv6 option type in the corresponding registry ([IANA-IPV6-PARAM]) as "unknown IPv6 options".

4.4.1. Uses

New IPv6 options may be specified as part of future protocol work.

4.4.2. Specification

The processing of unknown IPv6 options is specified in [RFC8200].

4.4.3. Specific Security Implications

For obvious reasons, it is impossible to determine specific security implications of unknown IPv6 options.

4.4.4. Operational and Interoperability Impact if Blocked

Discarding unknown IPv6 options may slow down the deployment of new IPv6 options. As noted in [draft-gont-6man-ipv6-opt-transmit], the corresponding IANA registry ([IANA-IPV6-PARAM] should be monitored such that IPv6 option filtering rules are updated as new IPv6 options are standardized.

4.4.5. Advice

Enterprise intermediate systems that process the contents of IPv6 EHs should discard packets that contain unknown options. Other intermediate systems that process the contents of IPv6 EHs should permit packets that contain unknown options.

5. IANA Considerations

This document has no actions for IANA.
6. Security Considerations

This document provides advice on the filtering of IPv6 packets that contain IPv6 EHs (and possibly IPv6 options) at IPv6 transit routers. It is meant to improve the current situation of widespread dropping of such IPv6 packets in those cases where the drops result from improper configuration defaults, or inappropriate advice in this area.
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Abstract

This document defines a new control bit in the IPv6 RA PIO flags octet that indicates that the node receiving this RA is the exclusive receiver of all traffic destined to any address within that prefix.

Termed the eXclusive flag (or "X flag"), nodes that recognize this can perform some optimizations to save time and traffic (e.g. disable ND and DAD for addresses within this prefix) and more immediately pursue the benefits of being provided multiple addresses (vis. [RFC7934] section 3). Additionally, network infrastructure nodes (routers, switches) can benefit by minimizing the number of {link layer, IP} address pairs required to offer network connectivity (vis. [RFC7934] section 9.3).
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This document defines a new control flag in the Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6) Router Advertisement (RA) Prefix Information Option (PIO) flags octet that indicates that the node receiving this RA is the exclusive receiver of all traffic destined to any address with that prefix. Subject to the lifetime constraints within the PIO, the receiving node effectively has exclusive use of the prefix, and will be the next hop destination for the sending router, and possibly other routers, for all traffic destined toward the prefix.

Termed the eXclusive flag (or "X flag"), nodes that recognize this can perform some optimizations to save time and traffic (e.g. disable Neighbor Discovery (ND) and Duplicate Address Detection (DAD) for addresses within this prefix) and more immediately pursue the benefits of being provided multiple addresses (vis. [RFC7934] section 3).

Additionally, network infrastructure nodes (routers, switches) can benefit by minimizing the number of (link layer, IP) address pairs required to offer network connectivity (vis. [RFC7934] section 9.3). A router, for example, need not create any (link layer, IP) address pair entries for IP address within a proffered exclusive-use prefix--it can reliably forward all traffic to the network node to which it advertised the prefix. This solves one potential link layer state exhaustion problem, i.e excessive number of (link layer, IP address pairs), using IP layer forwarding.

Use of the X flag is backward compatible with existing IPv6 standards compliant implementations. [RFC4861]-compliant nodes that do not understand the X flag are not negatively impacted. They must ignore it, and can process the PIO under existing standards, making use of the information exactly as if the X flag were not set.

2. Motivation
This work is motivated by the pursuit of two categories of benefits: modest host and network side improvements in efficiency, and support for new deployment architectures and address space use models.

2.1. Efficiency improvements

If a host knows it has exclusive use of a prefix it can perform some optimizations to save time and traffic. It can avoid ND on the receiving interface for addresses within these prefixes. Network interfaces can even drop Neighbor Solicitations for these addresses on the receiving interface to save power by not waking up more power-hungry CPUs.

Additionally, a host can save time by not performing DAD for addresses within an exclusive-use prefix on the receiving interface. A host that wanted, for example, to use $2^{64}$ unique IPv6 source addresses for DNS queries in order to improve resilience against forged answers (as recommended in section 9.2 of [1]), could do so without delaying each query from a newly formed address. A node could in theory implement the same strategy using Optimistic Duplicate Address Detection [2], but it could be very unfriendly to the network infrastructure (in terms of (link-layer, IP address) pair state) to do so without this kind of explicit signal.

A host that recognizes the X flag might perform other traffic-saving optimizations, like not attempt Multicast DNS in some cases, or avoid trying to register addresses with sleep proxies. Being the only host on this link these may be of little benefit.

2.2. New architectural possibilities

There are several initiatives that propose network side practices that provide customer isolation, enhanced operational scalability, power efficiency, security and other benefits in IPv6 network deployments. Some of these involve isolating a host (or RA accepting client node) so that the host is the only node to receive a specific prefix, including

- DHCPv6 Prefix Delegation to hosts ([3]), and
- advertising a unique prefix per host via unique RAs. ([4]).

Some architectures further isolate the host layers below IPv6, for improved client node security.

Regardless of the specific level of isolation, the host can best make choices about its use of a prefix exclusively forwarded to itself if the host can be informed of the exclusivity. (In the case of a
DHCPv6 Prefix Delegation the prefix can be assumed to be of exclusive use by the requesting node, in accordance with the model in [RFC3633].) An implementation can, for example, safely "bind to an IPv6 subnet" in the style of [5], or start 64sharing [6] (given a prefix of sufficient size).

This memo documents an additional flag in the IPv6 RA PIO that makes this information explicit to receiving node.

3. Applicability statement

Use of the X flag in PIOs is only applicable to networks where the architecture (i.e. serving infrastructure like routers, link-layer equipment, et cetera) can collectively guarantee the following criteria are met:

1. an RA containing a PIO with the X flag set MUST be delivered to one and only target node (host) such that no two nodes can reasonably expect exclusive access to the same prefix at the same time

2. any router advertising an RA containing a PIO with the X flag set SHOULD be notified quickly when a node leaves the network

The first criterion ensures that the same exclusive use prefix is not advertised to more than one host at a time (and hence no longer "exclusive"). This implies that an allocated exclusive-use prefix must be tracked by the issuing router for at least the minimum of (a) the lifetime of the recipient node’s continuous attachment to the network and (b) the lifetime of the prefix itself in the PIO, if not longer.

The second criterion aims to help the prefix allocation infrastructure reclaim unused prefixes quickly while also helping routers drop (possibly with appropriate ICMPv6 errors) traffic that can no longer be delivered.

It is expected that in practice this primarily describes networks where the IPv6 infrastructure and the link-layer have a tight integration. All point-to-point links meet these criteria (e.g. PPPoE and VPNs), as does the 3GPP architecture [RFC7066] and some IEEE 802.11 deployment architectures ([7]).
4. Terminology

4.1. Requirements Language

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [RFC2119].

4.2. Abbreviations

Throughout this document the following terminology is used purely for the sake of brevity.

4.2.1. PIO-X

The term "PIO-X" is used to refer to a Prefix Information Option (PIO) that has the X flag set.

4.2.2. PIO-X RA

The phrase "PIO-X RA" is used to refer to an IPv6 Router Advertisement (RA) that contains one or more PIO-X entries (the same RA may also contain one or more PIOs without the X flag set).

4.2.3. Host

The term "host" may be used interchangeably throughout this document to mean a network node receiving and processing an RA. The receiving node may itself be a router, or may temporarily become one by routing all or a portion of an exclusive use prefix.

5. Updated Prefix Information Option

This document updates the Prefix Information Option specification in RFC 4861 [8] section 4.6.2 and RFC 6275 [9] section 7.2 with the definition of a flag from the former Reserved1 field as follows.

5.1. Updated format description

```
+---------------+---------------+---------------+---------------+---------------+
|          0    |          1    |          2    |          3    |
+---------------+---------------+---------------+---------------+
|                     |               |               |               |
+---------------+---------------+---------------+---------------+
| Type          | Length        | Prefix Length |L|A|R|X| Rsrvd1|  
+---------------+---------------+---------------+---------------+---------------+
|               |               |               | Valid Lifetime|
+---------------+---------------+---------------+---------------+---------------+  
|               |               |               | Preferred Lifetime|
+---------------+---------------+---------------+---------------+---------------+  
```

Kline & Abrahamsson    Expires September 28, 2017
Fields:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>X</th>
<th>The eXclusive use indicator flag, defined by this document. When set, the receiving node can be assured that all traffic destined to any address within the specified Prefix will be forwarded to itself by, at a minimum, the router from which the encapsulating RA was received, but possibly other routers as well. When not set, the receiving node MUST NOT make any assumptions of exclusive use of the specified Prefix, i.e. processing is unchanged from previous standards behavior.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rsvd1</td>
<td>Retains the same meaning as Reserved1 from [10] section 4.6.2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All other fields</td>
<td>Retain their same meaning from [11] section 4.6.2.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2. Receiver processing

Nodes compliant with this specification perform the following additional processing of RAs and PIO-X options when a PIO-X option is present.

5.2.1. PIO R flag

If the R flag is set then the X flag MUST be ignored. The R flag indicates that the PIO includes an address the router has selected for itself from the prefix. Logically, the prefix cannot exclusively be used by the receiving node if the router has allocated any addresses for itself from the prefix.

5.2.2. (Re)Interpretation of other flags
Nodes compliant with this specification, i.e. those that understand the X-flag, MUST, when the X-flag is set, ignore the actual values of the L and A flags and instead interpret them as follows:

- interpret the L flag as if it were 0 (L=0)
- interpret the A flag as it were 1 (A=1)

The rationale for this is as follows.

5.2.2.1. PIO L flag

Because a PIO-X aware node will know that it has exclusive use of a prefix with non-zero valid lifetime, the prefix itself cannot be considered to be on-link with respect to the link on which the PIO-X RA was received.

Note that a given address from within the prefix may be considered on-link according to the definition in [12] section 4, item 1, should the receiving node chose to configure that address on said link, but this is in no way synonymous with the entire prefix being considered on-link.

5.2.2.2. PIO A flag

Because a PIO-X aware node will know that it has exclusive use of a prefix with non-zero valid lifetime, autoconfiguration of addresses according to any desired scheme, e.g. [13], [14], et cetera, is implicit in the setting of the X flag.

Accordingly, the A flag can be interpreted as having been set, should the host choose to apply standard address generation schemes that require the flag to be set. It is free to assign any address formed from an exclusive prefix to any available interface; it is not required to configure the address on the link over which the PIO-X RA was received (i.e. it is under no obligation to form addresses such that they would be classified as on-link (according to the definition in [15] section 4, item 1).

5.3. Sender requirements

When a router transmits an RA containing one or more PIO-X options it SHOULD unicast the PIO-X RA to its intended recipient at the IPv6 layer and, if applicable, at the link-layer.

It is RECOMMENDED that a PIO with the X-flag set also have the PIO flags L=0 and A=1 explicitly configured, for backward compatibility (i.e. use by non X-flag aware nodes).
A router transmitting a PIO-X RA MUST NOT configure for itself any address from with the PIO-X prefix. (If it did, the prefix would logically no longer be of exclusive use for the receiving node.)

5.4. Comparison with DHCPv6 PD

There exists a key difference in semantics between PIO-X and DHCPv6 PD: with PIO-X the network keeps the client refreshed with its prefix whereas with DHCPv6 PD the client is responsible for refreshing its prefix from the server. This is one reason it is important for the data link layer to be able to quickly inform routers of client detachment.

Another difference is that [16] section 12.1 states:

... the requesting router MUST NOT assign any delegated prefixes or subnets from the delegated prefix(es) to the link through which it received the DHCP message from the delegating router.

In contrast, a node receiving a PIO-X RA is explicitly free to treat the entire prefix as on-link with respect to the interface via which it was received.

6. Host behavior

TODO: This section needs some work.

6.1. PIO-X processing

A receiving node compliant with this document processes an RA with a PIO entry with the X flag set according the requirements in previous standards documents (chiefly [17] section 6.3.4) subject to the additional requirements documented in Section 5.2.

6.2. Neighbor Discovery implications

6.2.1. Duplicate Address Detection (DAD)
Whatever use the host makes of the exclusive prefix during its valid lifetime, it SHOULD NOT perform Duplicate Address Detection ("DAD", [18] section 5.4) on any address it configures from within the prefix if that address is configured on either the interface over which the PIO-X RA was received or on a loopback interface. Note that this does not absolve the host from performing DAD in all scenarios; if, for example, the host uses the prefix for 64sharing [19] it MUST at a minimum defend via DAD any addresses it has configured for itself as documented in Requirement 2 of [20] section 3.

6.2.2. Router Solicitations (RSes)

Routers announcing PIO-X RAs do so via IPv6 unicast to the intended receiving node and may note the IPv6 unicast destination address of an RS as the next hop for the exclusive prefix. As such, hosts compliant with this SHOULD NOT use the unspecified address (::) when sending RSes; they SHOULD prefer issuing Router Solicitations from a link-local address.

It is possible for a node to receive multiple RAs with a mix of exclusive and non-exclusive PIOs and even non-zero and zero default router lifetimes. While it is not possible for a host (receiving node) to be sure it has received all the RA information available to it, hosts compliant with this specification SHOULD implement Packet-Loss Resiliency for Router Solicitations [RFC7559] so that the host continues to transmit Router Solicitations at least until an RA with a non-zero default router lifetime has been seen.

6.3. Link-local address behavior

Routers announcing PIO-X RAs may record the source (link-local) address of an RS as the next hop for the exclusive prefix. A node compliant with this specification MUST continue to respond to Neighbor Solicitations for the source address used to send RSes (alternatively: the destination address of unicast PIO-X RAs received). Hosts that deprecate or even remove this address may experience a loss of connectivity.

6.4. Source address selection

No change to existing source address selection behavior is required or specified by this document.
6.5. Next hop router selection

No change to existing next hop router selection behavior is required or specified by this document.

6.6. Implications for Detecting Network Attachment

TODO: Describe implications for Detecting Network Attachment in IPv6 [21] (DNAv6). Probably the best that can be done is (a) no change to RFC6059 coupled with (b) a host MAY send a test packet (e.g. ICMPv6 Echo Request) with a source and destination address from within the PIO-X prefix to the PIO-X RA issuing router and verify the packet is delivered back to itself. Consistent failure to receive such traffic MAY be considered a signal that the exclusive prefix should no longer be used by the host.

6.7. Additional guidance

The intent of networks that use PIO-X RAs is not to enable sophisticated routing architectures that could be far better handled by an actual routing protocol but rather to propagate a prefix’s exclusive use information to enable the receiving node to make better use of the available addresses. As such:

A PIO-X receiving node SHOULD NOT issue ICMPv6 Redirects ([RFC4861] section 4.5) for any address within an exclusive use prefix via the link over which the PIO-X RA was received. Redirecting portions of exclusive prefixes to other "upstream" on-link nodes is not a supported configuration.

A PIO-X receiving node SHOULD NOT transmit RAs with any subset of its exclusive prefixes via the same interface through which the exclusive prefix was learned.

7. Router behavior

TODO: This section needs some work.

7.1. PIO-X RA destination address

Since the host will not perform DAD for addresses within prefix announced via PIO-X, it’s very important that only a single host receives the PIO-X RA. Therefore, the router MUST only include PIO-X in RAs that are sent using unicast RAs to destination unicast link-layer address and IPv6 link-local unicast address for a specific host. For point-to-point media without link-layer addresses or where there is guaranteed to only be single host that will receive the PIO-X RA (e.g. as enforced by link layer mechanisms), the router MAY
send PIO-X RA with multicast destination IPv6 address. Under all circumstances the router MUST maintain a binding table of state information as discussed in Section 7.3.

7.2. Detecting hosts to send PIO-X RAs to

When the host starts using a network connection it normally sends out an RS (Router Solicitation) packet. This is one way for the router to detect that a new host is connected to the network and detects its link-local address. If the router is configured to use PIO-X, it can now perform necessary processing/configuration and then send the PIO-X RA.

For some networks, the host information regarding link-layer and link-local address might be available through other mechanism(s). Examples of this are PPP, 802.1x and 3GPP mobile networks. In that case this information MAY be used instead of relying on the host to send RS. It is however RECOMMENDED that these networks also provide indication whether the host is no longer connected to the network so that the router can invalidate the prefix binding prior to binding expiration (timeout).

7.3. Binding table requirements

Routers transmitting PIO-X RAs have state maintenance and operational requirements similar to delegating routers in networks where DHCPv6 Prefix Delegation [RFC3633] is used. The state maintained is describe here in terms of a conceptual binding table.

R1 The router SHOULD keep track of which PIO-X prefix has been issued to each node.

R2 The router SHOULD keep the binding between prefix and link-local address for the advertised valid lifetime, plus some operationally determined delay prior to reissuing a prefix ("grace period"), of the prefix.

R3 The router MUST monitor the reachability of each node in the binding table via Neighbor Unreachability Detection (*NUD*, [22] section 7.3) or an equivalent link-layer mechanism.

R4 The binding SHOULD be considered refreshed every time a periodic PIO-X RA is sent to a node.
R5  If the router is informed by some other mechanism (link-layer indication for instance) that a node is no longer connected to the link, it MAY immediately invalidate the prefix binding. (DISCUSS: Is this the correct approach? Do we want to point to some definition somewhere else?)

7.4. Preparations before sending a PIO-X RA

When the router intends to send a PIO-X RA, it SHOULD before sending the PIO-X RA, complete any and all necessary processing for the host to start using the PIO-X prefix to communicate through the router to other networks. This is so that the host can start using PIO-X based addresses without delay or error after receipt of the PIO-X RA.

7.5. Implementation considerations

TODO: Out of scope things that are worth careful consideration include...

Routers SHOULD NOT announce the same prefix to two different nodes within the valid lifetime of the earlier of the two PIO-X announcements.

A link may operate in a mode where routers announce RAs to all nodes, possibly with non-exclusive PIO data, and non-zero default router lifetimes. Separately, one or more other nodes on the link may announce exclusive PIO information to nodes along with zero default router lifetimes. Except in the presence of a non-expired more specific route, e.g. learning from an [23] Route Information Option (RIO), the receiving node should send exclusive use prefix originated or forwarded traffic destined off-link through routers with non-zero default router lifetimes.

8. Acknowledgements

9. IANA Considerations

This memo contains no requests of IANA.

10. Security Considerations

This document fundamentally introduces no new protocol or behavior substantively different from existing behavior on a link which guarantees a unique /64 prefix to every attached host. It only describes a mechanism to convey that topological reality, allowing the host to make certain optimizations as well as share the exclusive prefix as it sees fit with other nodes according to its capabilities and policies.
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1. Introduction

“Neighbor Discovery for IP version 6 (IPv6)” [RFC4861] (IPv6 ND) provides a Router Solicitation (RS) function allowing nodes to solicit a Router Advertisement (RA) response from an on-link router, a Neighbor Solicitation (NS) function allowing nodes to solicit a Neighbor Advertisement (NA) response from an on-link neighbor, and a Redirect function allowing routers to inform nodes of a better next hop neighbor on the link toward the destination. Further guidance for processing Redirect messages is given in "First-Hop Router Selection by Hosts in a Multi-Prefix Network" [RFC8028].

"Default Router Preferences and More-Specific Routes" [RFC4191] specifies a Route Information Option (RIO) that routers can include
in RA messages to inform recipients of more-specific routes (section 1 of that document provides rationale for the use of RA messages instead of an adjunct routing protocol). This document specifies a backward-compatible and incrementally-deployable extension to allow nodes to include RIOs in other IPv6 ND messages to support the dynamic discovery of more-specific routes. This approach applies to any link type on which there may be many nodes that provision delegated prefixes on their downstream interfaces and do not provide transit services between upstream networks. These nodes can either be routers that forward packets on behalf of their downstream networks, or hosts that use a delegated prefix for their own multi-addressing purposes.

This work benefits from the experience of [RFC6706] - an experimental protocol that uses UDP-based "pseudo-ND" messages instead of actual ICMPv6 message codes. That experience has shown that using synthesized UDP messages in addition to the IPv6 ND messaging already present on the link is inefficient. Furthermore, the UDP approach is neither backward-compatible nor incrementally-deployable, since sending UDP messages blindly to a node that does not have the port open could be mis-interpreted as a port scan attack. This specification avoids these issues by using the already-present and natural IPv6 ND messaging available on the link, as specified in this document.

2. Terminology

The terminology in the normative references applies.

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119]. Lower case uses of these words are not to be interpreted as carrying RFC2119 significance.

3. Motivation

An example of a good application for RIO is the local-area subnets served by the routers described in "Basic Requirements for IPv6 Customer Edge Routers" [RFC7084]. While many customer edge routers are capable of operating in a mode with a dynamic routing protocol operating in the local-area network, the default mode of operation is typically designed for unmanaged operation without any dynamic routing protocol. On these networks, the only means for any node to
learn about routers on the link is by using the Router Discovery protocol described in [RFC4861].

Nevertheless, hosts on unmanaged home subnets may use "IPv6 Prefix Options for DHCPv6" [RFC3633] (DHCPv6 PD) to receive IPv6 routing prefixes for additional subnets allocated from the space provided by the service provider, and operate as routers for other links where hosts in delegated subnets are attached. Hosts may even learn about more specific routes than the default route by processing RIOs in RA messages as described in [RFC4191].

However, due to perceptions of the security considerations for hosts in processing RIOs on unmanaged networks, the default configuration for common host IPv6 implementations is to ignore RIOs. Accordingly, on typical home networks the forwarding path from hosts on one subnet to destinations on every off-link local subnet always passes through the customer edge router, even when a shorter path would otherwise be available through an on-link router. This adds costs for retransmission on shared LAN media, often adding latency and jitter with queuing delay and delay variability. This is not materially different under the scenarios described in "IPv6 Home Networking Architecture Principles" [RFC7368] except that routers may use an interior dynamic routing protocol to coordinate sending of RIOs in RA messages, which as explained above, are not processed by typical hosts.

In increasingly common practice, a node that receives a prefix delegation can use the prefix for its own multi-addressing purposes or can connect an entourage of "Internet of Things (IoT)" back end devices (an approach sometimes known as "tethering" [RFC7934]). On many link types, the number of such nodes may be quite large which would make running a dynamic routing protocol between the nodes impractical. Example use cases include:

- IETF conference, airport, and hotel WiFi networks, where large numbers of nodes on the link could receive IPv6 prefix delegations. Using the extensions described in this document, the nodes could dynamically discover more-specific routes to enable direct neighbor-to-neighbor communications.

- Mobile enterprise devices that connect into a corporate network via VPN links. Using the extensions described in this document, mobile devices could dynamically establish pair-wise VPN links between themselves without having to use the enterprise network as transit.

- Civil aviation networks where an aircraft holds an IPv6 prefix derived from the identification value assigned to it by the
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO). Using the extensions described in this document, direct paths between the aircraft and Air Traffic Control (ATC) can be established to provide a more direct route for communications.

- Unmanned Air System (UAS) networks where each UAS receives an IPv6 prefix delegation for operation within the Unmanned Air Traffic Management (UTM) service under development within NASA and the FAA. Using the extensions described in this document, very large numbers of UAS can be accommodated by the UTM service for both vehicle-to-infrastructure and vehicle-to-vehicle communications.

By using RIOs in IPv6 ND messages, the forwarding path between subnets can be shortened while accepting a much narrower opening of attack surfaces on general purpose hosts related to the Router Discovery protocol. The basic idea is simple: hosts normally send packets for off-link destinations to their default router unless they receive ND Redirect messages designating another on-link node as the target. This document allows ND Redirects additionally to suggest another on-link node as the target for one or more routing prefixes, including one with the destination. Hosts that receive RIOs in ND Redirect messages then send NS messages to the target containing those RIOs, and process the NA messages the target sends in reply. If hosts only process RIOs in NA messages when they have previously sent them in NS messages to the targets of received ND Redirect messages, then hosts only process the RIOs at the initiative of routers they already accept as authoritative.

4. Route Information Options (RIOs) in IPv6 Neighbor Discovery Messages

The RIO is specified for inclusion in RA messages in Section 2.3 of [RFC4191], while the neighbor discovery functions are specified in [RFC4861]. This specification permits routers to include RIOs in other IPv6 ND messages so that recipients can discover a better next hop for a destination *prefix* instead of just a specific destination address. This specification therefore updates [RFC4191] as discussed in the following sections.

4.1. RIO Update

The RIO format given in Section 2.3 of [RFC4191] is updated by this specification as shown in Figure 1:
This format introduces a new S flag and variable-length Attributes. The fields of the main body of the RIO are set as follows:

- **Type**, **Prefix Length**, **Prf**, **Route Lifetime** and **Prefix** are set exactly as specified in Section 2.3 of [RFC4191].

- For RA messages, **Length** is set exactly as specified in Section 2.3 of [RFC4191] and no Attributes are included. For all other IPv6 ND messages, **Length** MUST be initialized to exactly 1 when **Prefix Length** is 0, to exactly 2 when **Prefix Length** is between 1 and 64, and to exactly 3 when **Prefix Length** is greater than 64. **Length** is then incremented by the length of all included Attributes in units of 8-octets (see below).

- **S** is set to ‘1’ to "Solicit" route information or to ‘0’ (i.e., the default value) to "Assert" route information.

- **Res** and **Resvd** are reserved and MUST be set to ‘0’.

Attributes MAY be included as ancillary route information. Each Attribute is formatted in the same manner as specified for IPv6 ND options in Section 4.6 of [RFC4861] and as shown in Figure 2:
This document defines the NULL Attribute with Type ‘0’. Other Attribute Types are assigned through IANA action.

When Type is ‘0’, Length MUST be set to the total number of 8-octet blocks in the Attribute, and the Attribute body MUST include a corresponding number of ‘0’ octets. For example, for Lengths of 1, 2, 3, etc., the Attribute body includes 6, 14, 22, etc. ‘0’ octets, respectively.

Receivers ignore any NULL, unknown or malformed Attributes and continue to process any other Attributes in the RIO that follow.

4.2. RIO Requirements

This specification updates [RFC4191] by allowing RIOs to appear in any IPv6 ND messages with the following requirements:

- Redirect, NA and RA messages MUST NOT include RIOs with the S flag set to ‘1’; any RIOs received in Redirect, NA and RA messages with S set to ‘1’ MUST be silently ignored.

- NS and RS messages MAY include some RIOs with S set to ‘1’ and others with S set to ‘0’.

- NA/RA responses to RIOs in NS/RS messages with S set to ‘1’ MUST include RIOs with the solicited route information and with S set to ‘0’. (If the route information solicited by the NS/RS message is incorrect or unrecognized, however, the RIO MUST be silently ignored.)

- Asserted route information in any RIOs received with S set to ‘0’ SHOULD be considered as “unconfirmed” until the assertion can be verified. Assertion verification can be through a trust anchor such as a trusted on-link router, through a static routing table, or through some other means outside the scope of this document. Any route information that cannot be verified SHOULD be ignored.

The following sections present the classic redirection scenario illustrating an exchange where a trusted on-link router is used to verify RIO assertions. Other IPv6 ND messaging scenarios that can employ some other means of verifying RIO assertions are also acceptable.

4.3. Classic Redirection Scenario

In the classical redirection scenario there are three actors, namely the Source, Router and Target as shown in Figure 3:
In addition, the Target may be a node that connects an arbitrarily-complex set of IPv6 networks (e.g., as depicted by 2001:db8::/N in the figure) with hosts H(i).

In this scenario, the Source initially has no route for 2001:db8::/N and must send initial packets destined to correspondents H(i) via a first-hop Router. Upon receiving the packets, the Router forwards the packets to the Target and may also send a Redirect message back to the Source with the Destination Address field set to the destination of the packet that triggered the Redirect, the Target Address field set to the target link-local address and with a Target Link Layer Address Option (TLLAO) that includes the target link-layer address. After receiving the message, the Source may begin sending packets destined to H(i) directly to the Target, which will then forward them to addresses within its internal and/or external IPv6 network prefixes.

This specification augments the classical Redirection scenario by allowing the Router to include entire prefixes (e.g., 2001:db8::/N) in RIOs in the Redirect message, and thereafter allowing the Source to include RIOs in an NS message and the Target to include RIOs in
its NA response. The following sections present this "augmented" RIO redirection scenario.

4.4. RIO Redirection Scenario

In the RIO redirection scenario, the Source sends initial packets via the Router the same as in the classical scenario. When the Router receives the packets, it searches its routing tables for a route that is assigned to the Target and that covers the destination address of the packet. The Router then includes the route in an RIO in a Redirect message to send back to the Source. The Router sets the S flag in the RIO to ‘0’ to indicate that a prefix is being asserted.

When the Source receives the Redirect message, it prepares an NS message that includes the route information received in the RIO from the Redirect message and with S set to ‘1’ to indicate that route information is being solicited. At the same time, if the Source needs to assert any route information to the Target, it includes the information in RIOs with S set to ‘0’. The Source then sends the NS message to the Target.

When the Target receives the NS message, it records any route information in RIOs with S set to ‘0’ as unconfirmed route information for the Source pending verification. At the same time, it determines whether the route information included in any RIOs with S set to ‘1’ matches one of its own routes. If so, the Target includes the route information in an RIO with S set to ‘0’ to return in an NA message reply to the Source.

When the Source receives the NA message it can install any RIO information that matches the Redirect RIOs in its routing table. The following sections present more detailed specifications for the Router, Source and Target.

4.4.1. Router Specification

When the Router receives a packet from the Source it searches its routing table for a prefix that covers the destination address (e.g., 2001:db8::/N as depicted in Figure 1), where prefix could be populated in the routing table during DHCPv6 Prefix Delegation [RFC3633], via manual configuration, etc. If the next hop for the prefix is on-link (i.e., a "Target" in the terms of [RFC4861]), the Router then prepares a Redirect message with the Destination Address field set to the packet’s IPv6 destination address, with the Target Address field set to the link-local address of the Target, with a TLLAO set to the link-layer address of the Target, and with an RIO that includes route information for the prefix with Route Lifetime,
4.4.2. Source Specification

According to [RFC4861], a Source that receives a valid Redirect message updates its destination cache per the Destination Address and its neighbor cache per the Target Address. According to [RFC4191], Sources can be classified as Type "A", "B" or "C" based on how they process RIOs, where a Type "C" Source updates its routing table per any RIO elements included in an RA message. Finally, according to [RFC8028], a Type "C" Source operating on a Multi-Prefix Network with multiple default routes can make source address selection decisions based on information in its routing table decorated with information derived from the source of the RIO element.

In light of these considerations, this document introduces a new Type "D" behavior for Sources with the same behavior as a Type "C" Source, but which also process RIO elements in other IPv6 ND messages. Type "D" Sources process Redirect messages with RIO elements by first verifying that the Prefix in the first RIO matches the Destination Address. If the Destination Address does not match the Prefix, the Source discards the Redirect message. Otherwise, the Source updates its neighbor cache per the Target Address and its destination cache per the Destination Address the same as for classical redirection. Next, the Source MAY send an NS message to the Target containing an RIO with the Prefix and Prefix Length and with S set to '1' to elicit an NA response (at the same time, the Source MAY include RIOs with S set to '0' if it needs to assert any route information to the Target).

When the Type 'D' Source receives the solicited NA message from the Target, if the NA includes an RIO with S set to '0' and with a Prefix corresponding to the one received in the Redirect message, the Source installs the route information in its routing table with the Target’s address as the next hop. (Note that the Prefix Length received in the NA message MAY be different than the Prefix Length received in the Redirect message. If the Prefix Length in the NA is the same or longer, the Source accepts the Prefix as verified by the Router; if the Prefix Length is shorter, the Source considers the Prefix as unconfirmed.)

After the Source installs the route information in its routing table, it MAY begin sending packets with destination addresses that match the Prefix directly to the Target Instead of sending them to the Router. The Source SHOULD decrement the Route Lifetime and MAY send new NS messages to receive a fresh Route Lifetime (if the Route Lifetime decrements to 0, the Source instead deletes the route.
information from its routing table). The Source MAY furthermore delete the route information at any time and again allow subsequent packets to flow through the Router which may send a fresh Redirect. The Source SHOULD then again test the route by performing an NS/NA exchange with the Target the same as described above.

After updating its routing table, the Source may receive an unsolicited NA message from the Target with an RIO with new route information. If the RIO Prefix is in its routing table, and if the RIO Route Lifetime value is 0, the Source deletes the corresponding route.

After updating its routing table, the Source may subsequently receive a Destination Unreachable message from the Target with Code ’0’ ("No route to destination"). If so, the Source SHOULD delete the corresponding route information from its routing table and again allow subsequent packets to flow through the Router.

4.4.3. Target Specification

When the Target receives an NS message from the Source containing an RIO with S set to ’1’, it examines the Prefix and Prefix Length to see if it matches one of the prefixes in its routing table. If so, the Target prepares an NA message with an RIO including a Prefix and Prefix Length, any necessary route information, and with S set to ’0’. The Target then sends the NA message back to the Source.

If the NS included any RIO options with S set to ’0’, the Target SHOULD employ a suitable means to verify the asserted route information, and SHOULD reject any route information that cannot be verified.

At some later time, the Target may either alter or deprecate one of its routes. If the Target has asserted route information in RIOs to one or more Sources, the Target SHOULD send unsolicited NA messages with RIOs that assert new route information to alter the route, where a new Route Lifetime value of ’0’ deprecates the route. If the Target receives a packet with a destination addresses for which there is no matching route for one of its downstream networks, the Target sends a Destination Unreachable message to the Source with Code ’0’ ("No route to destination"), subject to rate limiting.

4.5. Operation Without Redirects

If the Source has some way to determine the Target’s link-local address without receiving a Redirect message from the Router, the Source MAY send an NS message with an RIO directly to the Target with
S set to 1, Prefix set to the destination address of an IPv6 packet, Prefix Length set to 128 and all other route information is set to 0.

When the Target receives the NS message, it prepares an NA response with an RIO that includes route information for the shortest one of its prefixes that covers the destination address. The Target then sends the NA message to the Source.

When the Source receives the NA message, it SHOULD consider the route information asserted in the RIO as unconfirmed until it can verify the Target’s claim (i.e., as described in Section 4.2).

Any node may also assert route information at any time by sending IPv6 ND messages with RIOs with S set to 0. Recipients of such messages SHOULD consider the route information as unconfirmed until the information can be verified.

4.6. Multiple RIOs

If a Redirect includes multiple RIOs, the Source only checks the destination address for a match against the Prefix in the first RIO.

If an NS/RS message includes multiple RIOs with S set to ‘1’, the neighbor responds to those RIOs which match entries in its routing table.

If an NS/NA/RS/RA message includes multiple RIOs with S set to ‘0’, the neighbor considers all of the route information as unconfirmed until the information can be verified.

4.7. Multicast

Nodes MAY send IPv6 ND messages with RIOs to link-scoped multicast destination addresses including All Nodes, All Routers, and Solicited-Node multicast (see: [RFC4291]. As an example, a node could send unsolicited NA messages to the All Nodes multicast address to alter or deprecate a route it had previously asserted to one or more neighbors.

Nodes MUST be conservative in their use of multicast IPv6 ND messaging to avoid unnecessarily disturbing other nodes on the link.

4.8. Why NS/NA?

Since [RFC4191] already specifies the inclusion of RIOs in RA messages, a natural question is why use NS/NA instead of RS/RA?
First, RA messages are only sent over advertising interfaces [RFC4861]. Source and Target nodes typically connect only downstream networks; hence, they configure their upstream interfaces as non-advertising interfaces.

Second, NS/NA exchanges used by the IPv6 Neighbor Unreachability Detection (NUD) procedure are unicast-based whereas RA responses to RS messages are typically sent as multicast. Since this mechanism must support unicast operation, the use of unicast NS/NA exchanges is preferred.

Third, the IPv6 ND specification places restrictions on minimum delays between RA messages. Since this mechanism expects an immediate advertisement from the Target in response to the Source’s solicitation, only the NS/NA exchange can satisfy this property.

Fourth, the RA message is the "swiss army knife" of the IPv6 ND protocol. RA messages carry numerous configuration parameters for the link, including Cur Hop Limit, M/O flags, Router Lifetime, Reachable Time, Retrans Time, Prefix Information Options, MTU options, etc. The Target must not advertise any of this information to the soliciting Source.

Fifth, RIOs in legacy RA messages cannot encode attributes and therefore may be limited in the route information they can carry.

Finally, operators are deeply concerned about the security of RA messages - so much so that they deploy link-layer security mechanisms that drop RA messages originating from nodes claiming to be an authoritative router for the link [RFC6105].

5. Implementation Status

The IPv6 ND functions and RIOs are widely deployed in IPv6 implementations, however these implementations do not currently include RIOs in IPv6 ND messages other than RAs.

An experimental implementation of [RFC6706] exists, and demonstrates how the Redirect function can be used to carry route information.

6. IANA Considerations

IANA is instructed to create a registry for "RIO Attributes" as discussed in Section 4.1. The registry includes the following initial entry:

0 - the NULL Attribute [draft-templin-6man-rio-redirect]
Other Attribute types are defined through standards action or expert review.

7. Security Considerations

The Redirect message validation rules in Section 8.1 of [RFC4861] require recipients to verify that the IP source address of the Redirect is the same as the current first-hop router for the specified ICMP Destination Address. Recipients therefore naturally reject any Redirect message with an incorrect source address.

Other security considerations for IPv6 ND messages that include RIOs are the same as specified in Section 11 of [RFC4861]. Namely, the protocol must take measures to secure IPv6 ND messages on links where spoofing attacks are possible.

A spoofed Redirect message containing no RIOs could cause corruption in the recipient’s destination cache, while a spoofed Redirect message containing RIOs could corrupt the host’s routing tables. While the latter would seem to be a more onerous result, the possibility for corruption is unacceptable in either case.

"IPv6 ND Trust Models and Threats" [RFC3756] discusses spoofing attacks, and states that: "This attack is not a concern if access to the link is restricted to trusted nodes". "SEcure Neighbor Discovery (SEND)" [RFC3971] provides one possible mitigation for other cases. In some scenarios, it may be sufficient to include only the Timestamp and Nonce options defined for SEND without implementing other aspects of the protocol.

"IPv6 Router Advertisement Guard" [RFC6105] ("RA Guard") describes a layer-2 filtering technique intended for network operators to use in protecting hosts from receiving RA messages sent by nodes that are not among the set of routers regarded as legitimate by the network operator.

Nodes must have some form of trust basis for knowing that the sender of an ND message is authoritative for the prefixes it asserts in RIOs. For example, when an NS/NA exchange is triggered by the receipt of a Redirect, the soliciting node can verify that the RIOs in the NA message match the ones it received in the Redirect message (which originally came from a trusted router).

Nodes that do not wish to provide transit services for upstream networks may also receive IPv6 packets via an upstream interface that do not match any of the their delegated prefixes. In that case, the node drops the packets and observes the "Destination Unreachable - No route to destination" procedures discussed in [RFC4443]. Dropping
the packets is necessary to avoid a reflection attack that would cause the node to forward packets received from an upstream interface via the same or a different upstream interface.
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Appendix A. Link-layer Address Changes

Type "D" hosts send unsolicited NAs to announce link-layer address changes per standard neighbor discovery [RFC4861]. Link-layer address changes may be due to localized factors such as hot-swap of an interface card, but could also occur during movement to a new point of attachment on the same link.

Appendix B. Interfaces with Multiple Link-Layer Addresses

Type "D" host interfaces may have multiple connections to the link; each with its own link-layer address. Type "D" nodes can therefore include multiple link-layer address options in IPv6 ND messages. Neighbors that receive these messages can cache and select link-layer addresses in a manner outside the scope of this specification.

Appendix C. Change Log

-04 to -05:

- Removed "Ver" field and version numbers.
- Included reference to ‘draft-templin-v6ops-pdhost’
- Changed "MAY" to "may" in two places
- Added text on advertising interfaces
Added UAS use case
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1. Introduction

The Prefix Information Option in the IPv6 Neighbor Discovery Router Advertisement defines an 8-bit flag field with two flags defined and the remaining 6 bits reserved (Reserved1). RFC 6275 has defined a new flag from this field without creating an IANA registry or updating RFC 4861. The purpose of this document is to request IANA to create a new registry for the PIO flags to avoid potential conflict in the use of these flags.

2. Current Prefix Information Option flags

Currently, the NDP Prefix Information Option contains the following one-bit flags defined in published RFCs:

```
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|L|A|R|Reserved1|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
```

Figure 1

L - On-link Flag [RFC4861]
A - Autonomous Address Configuration Flag [RFC4861]
R - Router Address Agent Flag [RFC6275]
Reserved1 - Reserved
3. Updates to RFC4861

This document updates RFC4861 with the new IANA Considerations section specified below.

4. IANA Considerations

The IANA is requested to create a new registry for IPv6 ND Prefix Information Option flags. This should include the current flags in the PIO option. The format for the registry is:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RA Option Bit</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>L - On-link Flag</td>
<td>[RFC4861]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A - Autonomous Address</td>
<td>[RFC4861]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Configuration Flag</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>R - Router Address Flag</td>
<td>[RFC6275]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2

The assignment of new flags in the PIO option header require standards action or IESG approval.

The registry for these flags should be added to: http://www.iana.org/assignments/icmpv6-parameters
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